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Executive Summary 

Purpose The safe and efficient operation of the nat.ion’s air traffic control system 
depends in large part on the cont.inuous operation of a network of 
sophisticated communications, radar, navigational, and computer 
equipment. 

At the request, of the Chairman and former Ranking Minorit,y Member. 
Subcommittee on Aviation, House Committee on Public Works and 
Transportation, ~40 evaluated 

l t,he adequacy of staffing for the maintenance of this equipment and 
l the potential impact of projected attrition of maintenance personnel. 

Background The specialists-technicians and engineers-who maintain and repair 
the equipment in the nation’s air traffic system play a key role in ensur- 
ing t.he safety of the nation’s airspace. They represent the second largest 
Federal Aviation Administration (F.%A) work force. 

The Congress has authorized 1~4’s plan to replace much of the equip- 
ment currently used to control air traffic with newer technology. This 
plan, called the National Airspace System (NM) Plan, assumes that 
fewer technicians will be needed by the 1990s because new equipment 
will be more reliable and require less maintenance. Based on this 
assumption, FAA has used att.rition to reduce the technician work force. 

FAA has developed a staffing standard to project. maintenance work load 
requirements. GAO evaluated maintenance staffing in relation to work 
load and the projected impact of attrition in four F.~A regions: Eastern, 
Great Lakes, Southern, and Southwest. 

Results in Brief The number of FAA specialists who maintain and repair air traffic equip- 
ment has decreased faster than FAA had projected. Current, technician 
shortages are beginning to negatively affect equipment performance and 
other operational areas, such as the completion of routine maintenance. 
In addition, the airline industry is experiencing an increase in flight, 
delays caused by equipment, failures. 

U’ithout hiring in anticipation of attrition, staffing will become more 
critical because of (1 j the retirement profile of the technician work 
force, (2‘) extensive training required to develop replacements, and (3) 
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delays in the installation of new systems designed to reduce mainte- 
nance requirements. Unless corrective actions are taken, reduced st.aff- 
ing levels could result in a reduction in services. 

The Department. of Transportation indicated that corrective actions are 
planned or under consideration to preclude the potential for disruptions 
in service due to maintenance staffing levels. Actioms taken to date 
include some limited hiring and review of the maintenance staffing 
standard process. However. these actions alone will not be sufficient to 
address attrition. In its planning Fix-4 needs to develop a continued hiring 
program to begin rebuilding its technician work force. 

Principal Findings 

Critical Field Vacancies Attrition of maintenance personnel has exceeded F&4’S projections. 
Because of past hiring restrictions, other staffing priorities, and FAA’S 

commitment to reduce maintenance staffing as part of the benefits of 
the NM Plan, critical technician vacancies currently exist throughout the 
field. FAA has sought some additional maintenance staffing t,hrough the 
budget process? but the administration h,as not approved these requests. 
FulThermore, neither these requests nor actual staffing have been at the 
level of the maintenance staffing standard. At the end of fiscal year 
1986, ~~4’s field maintenance staffing was 84 percent of what. it should 
have been as estitnatecl by the staffing standard. 

Reduced Staffing 1s Having Of the four FAA regions GAO examined, the Eastern Region’s ability to 
an Effect provide maintenance set-vices to air traffic has been the most seriously 

impaired. Staffing shortages have been a factor in several radar and 
other equipment. outages and in reduced levels of routine maintenance in 
fiscal years 1985 and 1986. Other regions are also showing signs of dete- 
riorating performance. 

Staffing shortages have resulted in less maintenance coverage at many 
locations which in the past had 24 hour maintenance coverage. Staffing 
levels and restrictions on the use of overtime have also caused sched- 
uled maintenance shifts to go unstaffed. The effects of these open shifts 
have been to increase the time it takes to repair equipment and restore it 
t.o service from a few minutes to several hours. In turn, longer periods of 
equipment down time may be contributing to flight delays. Nat.ionwide, 
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FAA experienced an increase between fiscal years 1983 and 1986 in the 
number of flights delayed because of equipment failures. Between 1985 
and 1986, flight delays from equipment failures increased 22 percent 
more t.han total delays increased. 

Increased work loads are also affecting technician morale and could 
have implications for sustaining high levels of performance. As mea- 
sured by FAA'S 1984 and 1986 attitude surveys, morale of the mainte- 
nance work force remains lower than that of any other FAX work force. 

Future Staffing Outlook Is The outlook for t.echnician staffing is not good because of the large 
Not Good number of retirements FAA could experience in the near future and the 

long training period for replacements. In addition, staffing is already 
lower than hX Plan projections for 1993. GAO found that by 1990 about 
33 percent of the work force--Z,500 engineers and technicians-are eligi- 
ble t.o retire and, by 1995, this number will increase to almost 60 
percent. 

A pipeline of trainees is needed t.o replace these staff because it takes 
from 2 to 5 years to train a fully qualified technician. FAA had only 
about 400 technical staff in a developmental status as of September 30. 
1986. These staff were hired to replace past vacancies. FA4 plans to hire 
110 staff in fiscal year 1987 in anticipation of attrition, but this level of 
hiring will not be sufficient to offset future retirements. FA4 has several 
other options it could explore? including rehiring retired technicians and 
redistributing existing staff, in order to address its maintenance staffing 
needs before services are more seriously affected. 

Problems With FAA Data FAA needs performance data for management which identifies where 
current staffing shortages are affecting maintenance accomplishments 
before these shortages result in more equipment failures. However, data 
now used by headquarters to monitor maintenance act,ivit.y do not accu- 
rately reflect current conditions in the field. For example, GAO identified 
instances where technicians are intentionally overstating their accom- 
phshments because of pressures to complete a certain maintenance goal. 
GAO also found that the ways regions measure maintenance accomplish- 
ments vary due in part to the absence of standard reporting require- 
ments. For example, the tasks associated with maint.enance routines on 
the same equipment were being counted differently in sample locations. 
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In addition, FAA headquarters is not using the maintenance staffing 
standard in budgeting resources, because it does not believe that the 
administ,ration would support. staffing at these levels. GACI believes that 
generally the staffing standard is well designed. However? the field 
equipment inventory records which are used along with the values in 
this st.andard to estimate work load requirements are not being kept cur- 
rent. Also, headquarters has found problems with the way bhat the field 
projects its future inventories and staffing requirements. 

Recommendations Given the need t.o begin hiring and training more technicians and the 
time that will be required to refine FAA’S staffing standard estimates, 
GAO is recommending that FAA develop a staffing plan based on autho- 
rized maintenance positions. This plan, including estimated funding 
levels to support a hiring effort? should be provided to the Congress. 
Once this plan is completed, CAO recommends t,hat F.u also improve its 
equipment invent.ory records and staffing estimates. These dat.a will 
enable FAA to refine its hiring plan. 

Because it will take time for new technicians to be hired and trained, 
GAO also recommends that FAA review several options to deal with cur- 
rent shortages until such time as replacements can be fully trained. GAO 

makes additional recommendations concerning FAA’S reporting system 
for routine maintenance. (See ch. 3.) 

Agency Comments Transportation’s comments recognized that the transition to a modern- 
ized national airspace system presents a major challenge and stated that 
it is taking steps to manage this challenge. It plans to assess mainte- 
nance staffing requirements during the budget process and make recom- 
mendations on staffing and funding levels. The Department also stated 
that act,ions are being taken to revalidate FAA’S maint,enance staffing 
standard as GMI recommends. (See app. 1’. ) 

The Department notes that hiring has occurred during the past year. 
This hiring, however, has not significantly increased the maintenance 
work force to a level t.hat will guard against, attrition in the next several 
years. cr.4~~ believes that a significant benefit. of a long-term staffing plan 
ij:ould be to provide congressional oversight committees with informa- 
tion on how, in the face of significant, attrition, F.&-t will meet its mainte- 
nance staffing requirements through the early 1990s. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

Aircraft from point of take off through landing rely on a network of 
equipment-commonly referred to as facilities-to keep pilots in com- 
munication with air traffic controllers on the ground and provide data 
on in-flight locations. (See fig. 1.1.) The Federal -4viation Administra- 
tion’s (~h4) maintenance work force is responsible for the upkeep of 
these facilities. -4lthough this work force does not receive as much pub- 
lic visibility as other FAA work forces, for example, air traffic control- 
lers, maint.enance specialists perform a fundamental service both to 
Fk4'S air traffic organization and to pilots and the flying public whose 
safety depends on the operation of the numerous comput.ers and naviga- 
tional and landing aids throughout the IJnited States. As of September 
30, 1986, F&4'S Airway Facilities (AF) work force was responsible for the 
upkeep of almost 2 1,000 major facilities throughout the United States. 

FAA is in the process of modernizing these facilities, some of which are 
over 40 years old. This period of modernization is expected to last at 
least to the year 2000 and presents FAN with significant challenges in 
meeting its mission to ensure air safety while changing the way mainte- 
nance activities are conducted. This report esamines the impacts of this 
transition period on the .4F field work force and on the operation of the 
National Airspace System (NAS). 

FAA in Transition to 
New Maintenance 
Operations 

Beginning in 108 1 FM developed a multi-billion dollar plan to govern its 
modernization efforts through the yeal 2000. Modernizing t,he NAS 

brings change not only to the technological environment in which FAA 

operates but also to the role, size. and composition of its maintenance 
work force. Moving AF through this transition presents a challenge to 
FAA management as the maintenance function comes to rely more on 
computers and less on human resources. 

The Role of Maintenance 
Technicians in FAA’s 
Mission 

The AF mission is to operate and maintain a safe, reliable, and cost-effec- 
tive NAS. To this end, FAA employs a field maintenance work force that 
includes maintenance technicians, engineers, computer operators, and 
logistical support personnel to maint.ain the equipment that, makes up 
the nation’s air traffic control system and to correct problems with this 
equipment. This field maintenance work force, numbering 8,306 at. the 
end of fiscal year 1986. is the second largest, in FAA. with air traffic con- 
trollers being the largest work force. 
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Figure 1.1: Examples of FAA Facilities Used in Flight 
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Technicians maint,ain systems by monitoring equipment and by perform- 
ing preventive and correct.ive maintenance act.ions. Currently, techni- 
cians are expected t,o diagnose equipment problems, isolate and replace 
defective components, and, in many cases, repair these parts. Electronic 
maintenance t.echnicians-about 5,600 at the end of fiscal year 1986- 
constitute about two-t.hirds of the total XF work force and work in fout 
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specialty areas: communications, navigational aids, radar, and 
automat.ion. 

The second largest group of technicians-about 1,2OO-are those who 
maint.ain the environmental systems that support FAr\‘s electronic equip- 
ment. These environmental technicians maintain facilities such as elec- 
tric power generating plants and air conditioning systems. Increasingly, 
F&4’S newer environmental support systems are incorporating more elec- 
tronics into their design, whereas in the past, these systems contained 
more mechanical equipment. Environmental technicians find themselves 
in transition from wage grade positions as maintenance mechanics to 
new skill requirements. 

Maintenance of the BOs/ 
90s 

Because of the public’s need for cont,inuous air traffic operations, F.%4 

maintenance has been built around preventive or periodic maintenance 
(PM) of the air traffic control system. This maintenance is designed to 
preserve equipment or to reduce its chance of failure in order to mini- 
mize service interruptions as well as extend the life-cycle of equipment. 
Once an equipment failure causes service to be interrupted, “replace 
now? repair later” techniques are used in order to minimize t.he duration 
of service interruptions. Traditionally. ~.k4 has had a cadre of skilled 
technicians on site in the field to carry out these t.asks. 

Recognizing the need to keep pace with technological advances, FAN has 
developed a maintenance concept to govern a future, modernized air 
traffic system in the year 2000 and beyond. In 1979 FAA management. 
adopted a new maint.enance philosophy called “Maintenance of the 80’s” 
based on conversion of all equipment to state-of-the-art technology. 
Remote mainrenance monitoring and centralization of the work force 
with minimum PM tasks were two of the other primary elements of this 
philosophy. Essentially, maintenance was to rely more on computers 
monit.oring and diagnosing other computers with technicians sent from 
central locations to restore failed equipment to service. Over time 
“Maintenance of the 90’s” would evolve to three levels of maintenance: 
systems monitoring, restoration, and repair. Systems monitoring. largely 
through computers. would be the met,hod for identifying equipment 
problems. The technician work force would be concentrated in rest.ora- 
tion level activities, that is, restoring systems to service by replacing 
defective circuit boards with new ones. Repair of the defective parts 
would no longer be done by technicians 011 site but would be transferred 
to the private sector and managed through the FAA Depot.. This approach 
represents a fundamental change in the way technicians currently are 
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trained and do their job, with less emphasis on individual skills in diag- 
nosis and repair and more reliance on automation. This new maint.e- 
nance philosophy is expected to result in productivity gains, thereby 
reducing the frequency of maintenance and the need for maintenance 
personnel. 

The NAS Plan To meet the projected increase in airspace system demand and to 
replace aging facilities and equipment, FA4’S NAS Plan is to modernize 
and improve the nation’s air traffic control system by the year 2000. In 
the June 1986 update to this plan, FA4 projects that its greatest savings 
in AF personnel will come from modernization of the communications 
between FAA facilities (through new computer and radio communications 
links) and ground to air systems (such as navigation aids and radar). 
Some solid state equipment t,hat has reduced maintenance requirements 
and improved productivity is already in place. However? as discussed in 
more detail in chapter 3, FAA is encountering problems in meeting its 
schedule for implementing this plan. As a result, many older, labor- 
intensive systems t,hat FM had expected to replace by now are still in 
operation. 

Because of its changing maintenance philosophy and the shift to new 
technology, ~~4-4 has been in a period of transition. The AF work force is 
particularly affected by this transition period as new technology 
requires new skills and training, staff relocations, and fewer people. FAA 

officials recognize that these factors present the agency with a majo 
challenge in overseeing maintenance of the N-4!% F.L4 is faced with having 
to phase in new systems, people, and skills while keeping the air traffic 
system int.act and efficiently managing current resources. 

The Airway Facilities In fiscal year 198i, F&4’S systems maintenance appropriation was 

Organization 
$i’S2.8 million, of which $513.3 million was for field maintenance-the 
activity that is the subject of this report. The systems maintenance 
budget was the second largest in FAA’S operat.ions appropriation. This 
budget provided for 10,397 congressionally authorized positions, 9,278 
of which were in field maintenance. However. full-time equivalent (FrE) 

funding’ was pro\:ided for approximately 9,400 employees. 8,306 of 
which were in field maintenance. Thus, FA4’S congressionally approved 

‘c’ontt-ol of federal agency u:lvilian employment was shifted tu a flull-time equjvalent or work-year 
basis m 19X The dktinxion between aurhwized positions NIP FTEs is that a position may twt be 
filled all 12 month5 I If a year on d full-time basis. because c~f attrition. leave, etc ml!% represent the 
number of employee5 a~~uallg employed for a l’?-month period 
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budget sets a ceiling for maintenance employment, in accordance with 
the administration’s desire to contain t.he size of the federal work force. 

FAA’S AF organization is administered at the headquarters level by the 
Associate Administrator- for Development and Logistics jhereaft,er 
referred to as t,he Associate Administrator}. The Associate Administra- 
tor has an Evaluation Staff that performs reviews and evaluations of 
both national and regional performance. The maintenance functions rest 
with the Program Engineering and Maintenance Service primarily in the 
Maintenance Engineering Division. 

In the field, the primary line maintenance organization is the w sector. 
This organizat.ion is responsible for monitoring, controlling, maintaining, 
and certifying facilities. Sector headquarters will usually have a pro- 
gram support office, which provides staff assistance for personnel mat- 
ters, including training and budget, and a technical support office which 
provides engineering and technical support t.o staff. ,4s shown in figure 
1.2, the sector is subdivided into one or more area offices or sector field 
offices (3%). 

Sectors are headquartered at the 20 air route traffic control centers 
(MWYX) in the continental IJnited States and throughout the country at 
general NM (GNAS) sectors. ARTCC sectors maintain the equipment in the 
cer)ters whereas GNAS sectors are responsible for airport terminals and 
surrounding facilities. In 1986 there were 82 sectors in the AF field 
organization. and these sector managers report. directly to the M Divi- 
sion Manager in each region. 

Figure 1.2: Airway Facilities Sector 
Organization 

Sector Headquarters 
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Technical Program 
support support 
Office Offce 
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AF Sector Level Staffing 
Standard 

According to FAA policy, “staffing standards are established as the basic 
method of determining, analyzing and distributing employee resources. . 
.” FAA has traditionally used staffing standards to allocate human 
resources and has supported their use for other internal management 
processes such as assigning work and identifying training needs. Since 
1976 FAA has had an engineered staffing standard that provides the 
basis for personnel allocations in the AF field organization. It defines 
what Levels of staffing it “should take” to accomplish those tasks speci- 
fied in FAA’S maintenance orders. This staffing standard has achieved 
credibility both within and outside FAA. For example, in a 1978 report, 
the House Committee on Appropriations described the standard as “well 
engineered” and stated that with continued refinement, the standard 
should provide a basis for projecting staffing requirements. 

The .4F standard was revised in Januar?; 1986 to incorporate changes 
based on va.lidation studies, as well as to incorporate new facilities and 
support staffing formulas. The standard gives regional directors the 
authority to request, staffing that varies from it and to distribute autho- 
rized staffing among sectors when necessary. The standard also recog- 
nizes that while the development of the standard is a significant 
accomplishment. refinement and revalidation of the values in the stand- 
ard are needed to ensure its credibility. Twice annually the field is 
requested to updat.e its facility records and project staffing needs using 
the staffing values and formulas provided in this standard. 

Objectives, Scope, and On June 26? 1986. the Chairman and former Ranking Minority Member, 

Methodology 
Subcommittee on Aviation, House Commit,tee on Public Works and 
Transportation, requested that, we examine the adequacy of ~4~‘s main- 
tenance staffing. (See app. I.) At hearings earlier in .June, the Subcom- 
mittee had heard testimony that FAA’S technicians are rapidly 
approaching retirement and that FAA was not. taking steps to plan for 
this attrition. The Subcommittee asked that we examine 

. the current staffing situation and what impacts current staffing is hav- 
ing on the air traffic system and 

. the project.ed attrition of maintenance personnel and its potential 
impacts on maintenance staffing requirements. 

Chapter 2 discusses the current staffing condition in the field and the 
impacts of this staffing on system performance, air traffic, and the 
maintenance work force. Based on these examples, chapter 3 discusses 
the future outlook for maintenance staffing and the potential impacts of 
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future retirements. Our conclusions and recommendations to deal with 
both the current and future staffing situation are contained in chapter 4. 
Chapter 4 also discusses FAA’S plans to test contract maintenance of 
selected facilities. Although this subject was addressed in an earlier 
report,” we now discuss this pilot test in terms of options availa.ble to 
FAA to address its staffing needs. 

This report is ba5ed on field work conducted in four of FAA’S nine 
regions: the Eastern, Great Lakes, Southern, and Southwest Regions. 
These FAA regions include four of the five largest and provide diversity 
in weather conditions and geographic coverage. Within these regions, a 
total of 10 sectors were used as case studies. These included an ARTCC in 
each region and at least one GNM sector and corresponding SFO. 

To address the question of potential impacts of future levels of mainte- 
nance staffing, we believed that it was necessary to conduct case studies 
both in sectors where there was an adequate staffing level and high per- 
formance as well as those with staffing yacancies and poor performance 
levels. Using t,his approach we were able to examine, in-depth, sectors 
that were currently experiencing maintenance problems due to staffing 
shortages. From this, we gained some insight to what might occur to the 
overall system, if staffing shortages increase in the future. We selected 
some sectors with adequa.te staffing levels (those in the Great Lakes 
Region) for case study in order to compare the sit,uations in understaf- 
fed sectors (.those listed below in the Eastern. Southern, and Southwest 
Regions) with sectors with adequate staffing. The 10 sectors (17 loca- 
tions:) selected for our field work are shown in table 1.1. 

Table 1.1: Sectors in GAO Sample 
Region 
Eastern 

Great Lakes 

Southern 

Southwest 

Sector 
New York ARTCC 
Metro GNAS 
Mlnneapolls ARTCC 
Wisconsin GNAS 
Memphis ARTCC 
Jackson GNAS 
Memphis GNAS 
Houston ARTCC 
El Paso GNAS 
Oklahoma GNAS 

Sector field office 
Isl~p. New York 
John F. Kennedy 

Madison, Wisconsin 

Greenwood. Mlsslssippl 
Nashville, Tennessee ~~ 

Lubbock, Texas 
Wlchlta Falls, Texas 
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Our field work was conducted at both the regional headquarters and 
sector levels. To determine the impacts of current staffing. we esamined 
AF’S staffing standard and the factors that have been included in esti- 
mating work load. We analyzed staffing profile data, including vacancies 
and the status of efforts to fill them for each sector/sector field office. 
We also examined FAA orders and requirements for maintenance activ- 
ity. In the field, we reviewed performance statistics on PM? equipment 
outages and restoration times, shift coverage documents, technical 
inspection reports, management evaluations, and other site data. To 
identify concerns of the technician work force, we reviewed the results 
of FAA’S 1984 and 1986 attitude surveys and conducted structured inter- 
views with technicians and representatives of the technicians’ union- 
the Professional Airway Systems Specialists (PASS)-~~ each sector. We 
also interviewed users of AF services, primarily air traffic controller per- 
sonnel, at each sector. 

To identify potential impacts from future staffing, we analyzed histori- 
cal attrition data, demographic data on the entire AF work force as well 
as data on the retirement eligibility of staff in the 10 sampled sectors. 
We examined FAA’S training requirements and visited the F&4 Academy 
in Oklahoma City to better understand the technician training program. 
Where available. we reviewed human resource plans and other docu- 
ments that would describe training and hiring needs. We interviewed FAA 
managers in the field and at headquarters on all of the above issues. 

In conducting our field work, we examined data covering fiscal years 
1985 and 1986. Our review, conducted during the period July 1986 to 
February 1987, was carried out in accordance with generally accepted 
government audit,ing standards. 
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Chapter 2 

Current Staffing Shortages Are Affecting FAA’s 
Ability to Fulfill Its 
Mtitenance Responsibilities 

In recent. years, FM has had to balance the competing priorities of con- 
troller, inspector, security, and other staffing needs within the agency’s 
personnel ceilings. FM has viewed maintenance staffing as less of a pri- 
ority than staffing for these other work forces. ,4t the same time, FU is 
committed to its NAS modernization program which anticipates mainte- 
nance staffing reductions of over 3,000 by the year 2000. FAN has, there- 
fore, allowed attrition to occur in the maintenance work force, not 
replacing many of the departing technicians. Overall, field staffing 
declined 26 percent from 1979 to 1986. 

Moreover, field maintenance is not being staffed to meet work load 
requirements projected either by F-U’S staffiilg standard or the N.G Plan. 
Although both the M staffing standard and the NAS Plan project a reduc- 
tion in maintenance staffing requirements. at the end of fiscal year 
1986. field staffing was 16 percent lower than what the staffing stand- 
ard and revised N.J-% Plan estimates called for. 

The .4dministrator and other FM headquarters officials believe that 
because statistics on equipment failures show a decline, .W staffing is a 
future rather than a current problem. We believe that 

l weaknesses in performance data, including underreporting of equiptnent 
failures, are affecting headquarters’ assessment of the current impacts 
of staffing reductions; 

l both the quantity and quality of maintenance activities are being nega- 
tively affected because of a shortage of field technicians. These affected 
activities include watch coverage, routine maintenance, equipment mod- 
ifications, repairs, and other duties. Reductions in these a.ctivities will 
over the long term adversely affect equipment performance and could 
lead t.o equipment failures. FAX has already esTerienced a Q-percent 
increase in flight delays from equipment failures between 1985 and 
1986; and 

l technician morale has been negatively affected by staffing shortages 
and the increased work load. In bot.h the 1984 and 1986 FAA-wide atti- 
tude surveys. the .4F work force had the lowest job satisfaction scores of 
any FAA work force. 
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Delays From The airline industry and the flying public have been experiencing an 

Equipment Failures 
increasing number of flight delays. A small (2 to 3 percent) but increas- 
ing number of t.hese delays are due to equipment failures. For example, 

Increased From 1983 between 1985 and 1986 delays from FAA equipment failures increased 42 

to 1986 percent from 7,395 to 10,473. (See fig. 2.1,) During this same period, 
total flight. delays increased 20 percent. 

This increase in flight delays caused by equipment failures is important 
since one of the primary roles of a technician is to restore equipment to 
service. Adequate technician staffing is needed t,o restore failed equip- 
ment in a timely manner in order to reduce the occurrence or length of 
flight delays. These delays also mean economic impacts to both the air- 
line indusky and the flying public. In commenting on a draft of this 
report, the Department of Transportation (MT) stated that the growth in 
flight delays is directly attributable to increased air traffic. wr believes 
that because the increase in delays occurred while unscheduled outages 
decreased and facility availability increased, this increase should not be 
considered as an indicator of maintenance staffing shortages. FAA offi- 
cials also emphasized that the percent of total delays caused by FAA 

equipment failures has remained in the 2- to 3-percent range. 

Figure 2.1: Flight Delays From Equipment 
Outages FY 1983 Through FY 1986 
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Chapter 2 
Current Stafl?Lng Sbortag~ Are Affecting 
FAA’s Ability to FulPW Its 
Maintenance RespondbMtiea 

M officials told us that it is difficult. to attribute the cause of equipment 
failures (outages) directly to inadequate staffing. These officials do, 
however, believe that there is a direct relathmshlp between routine 
maintenance and equipment failures. For~e+mmple, headquarters offi- 
cials said that there is “a lead-lag relationship” between PM and equip- 
ment outages- reduced levels of maintenance accomplishment mean 
more future outages. We believe that the increased delays from equip- 
ment failures could reflect deterioration in the quantity and quality of 
maintenance performed in the field. 

Critical Staffing FM’S field technical personnel declined 26 percent from 1979 to 1986, 

Shortages Exist in the 
leaving many regions with critical staffing shortages. Attrition had 
reduced t.he maintenance work force to the point where M’S ability to 

Field continue to service air traffic operations at past levels was being ques- 
tioned. As a result, in April 1986, the FAA Administrator agreed that fur- 
ther attrition of this work force should be halted and authorized the 
regions to fill vacancies as they occur. 

Attrition Ahead of FAA 
Forecasts 

Anticipating reduced work loads from the NAS Plan, FAA has used attri- 
tion to reduce the technician work force. From a high of 10,227 field 
technical personnel’ in 1979. FAA had 7,661 personnel in the field at the 
end of fiscal year 1986. Essent.ially, U’S total field maintenance staffing 
of 8,306 (which includes all clerical and supp01-t st.aff) had reached the 
level forecast in the N.G Plan for 1990 and was 824 personnel below the 
plan’s projected 1987 staffing of 9,130. Thus, (1) attrition is running 
ahead of FAA’S plans t,o improve technology and (2j staffing has been 
reduced to a level lower than that considered necessary to maintain cur- 
rent technology. In April 1986, FAA’S -4dministrator testified that FAA is 
working to get back to planned attrition rates in a manner that does not 
.L . . . allow equipment performance to reach a critical level.” 

In the four regions we visited, fiscal year 1986 vacancies exceeded the 
funding available to fill them. Because of these limited resources. mana- 
gers were being asked to identify their most critical vacancies2 which 

‘& used throughout this report. field technical personnel include staff in the following series: G5 
3Jl. SO1 502. S10.830.850,865.856.899. and H’G 17-U and 1749 This tern1 rrclude~ all clerical. 
logistical. and computer sup~wr-t personnel. 

“kause sraffmg is a fluid situation and regional defiiutions of critical vacancies vat-led, we were not 
able to compile comparable data on tocal crirlcal vacancies in eat h region. 
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would be filled as funding allowed. Table 2.1 shows the range in vacan- 
cies in each of the four sample regions as of the end of fiscal year 1986. 

Table 2.1: Field Maintenance Staffing 
(September 30,1986) 

Staffina level 
Aegiion 

Eastern Great Lakes So’uthem Southwest 
Staffing standard 1,238 1,566 1 926 1,414 
Authorized positions 1,126 1,318 1,802 1.356 
Personnel ceilings1 1,053 1,324 1,660 1,212 
On-board staffing 1,050 I ,218 1,652 1 190 
PosItions vacantb 76 200 150 166 

“Represents raglan’s share 01 the FTE posltlons provided for in FAA’s budget. 

%acant posItIons can be fllled only as dollar llmltatlons allow 

Internal Signs of a Staffing While publicly FAA has remained committ,ed to maint,enance personnel 
Problem reductions, briefings prepared for FAA management portray a more seri- 

ous situation. In *June 1985, AF officials briefed the Administrator that 
the agency was facing a shortfall of 600 personnel in fiscal year 1990 
and that actions were needed to begin backfilling all vacancies in 1986 
and to staff at 98 percent of authorized positions in order to fill a 
pipeline. 

In March 1986, t,he Acting Associate .4dministrator wrote the Adminis- 
trator that cost cutting had the potential to disrupt system capacity as 
facilities are shutdown for “lack of funds or personnel.” A briefing doc- 
ument described the staffing situation Cas critical and projected that it. 
would soon be impossible to continue to maintain the ~-4s at current 
levels and quality. 

In April 1986, the Administrator gave regional directors the authority to 
backfill for att.rition of maintenance technicians in critical areas only, up 
to the employment level of March 31 1 1986. In December 1986 budget 
guidance, the Administrator again stated that the regions should con- 
tinue to emphasize hiring to backfill for technician vacancies as they 
occur in fiscal year 1987, although no specific hiring target was set. 
According t,o the Acting Associate Administrator, the Administrator has 
approved a strategy of attempting to stop further att,rition by maint.ain- 
ing the employment level of March 31, 1986. 
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Competing Staffing 
Priorities and 
Commitment to 
Modernization Key 
Factors Contributing 
to Staffing Shortfall 

Competing budgetary priorities and FAA’S commitment to reduce mainte- 
nance staffing as part of productivity gains from the NAS Plan have 
caused a shortfall in the funding available for F,~A maintenance staffing. 
FAA’s priorities have been to hire air traffic controllers, inspectors, and 
security personnel. Until recently, hiring freezes and restrictions have 
limited AF’s ability to fill maintenance vacancies, and even during fiscal 
year 19Si? FAA plans t,o maintain staffing at a level 16 percent below the 
field’s work load as projected by M’S staffing standard. 

While maintenance staffing reductions projected in the hx Plan are not 
realistic, nevertheless. F-&l remains committed to reducing the AF work 
force by one third. In addition, ru: staffing reductions have not been 
accompanied by a comn1ensurat.e reduction in the maintenance work 
load. Between 1979 and 1986, at,trition of field maintenance personnel 
exceeded reductions in work load by about 5 percent. 

Past Budgetary Actions 
Have Curtailed Hiring 

As early as 1983, FAA’S Administrator testified that the rate of techni- 
cian retirements would esceed F.LW’S needs so that maintenance person- 
nel would still need to be hired. F-U’S staffing priorities since that time, 
however, have been to rebuild the air traffic controller and inspector 
work forces and to increase security staffing. Hiring for these work 
forces has been congressionally mandated. The Congress has not,, how- 
ever, mandated hiring for the maintenance work force. Rather, overall 
personnel ceilings have restricted technician staffing. Once goals for 
controller and inspector staffing were established, these work forces 
were protected from reductions. C.onsequently. the .V work force has 
had to absorb a large part of the impact of the admit~stl.atiol~‘s desire to 
reduce the federal work force. 

Since 1984, FAA has been subject to FTE ceilings which have restricted 
technician staffing and limited the number of new maintenance person- 
nel hired. Because these FTE ceilings control the number of people actu- 
ally employed. the number of AF posit,ions authorized through 
congressional appropriations is not being filled. -4s of September 30. 
1986, because of FTE ceilings, FAA’S total field maintenance staffing of 
8.306 was 90 percent. of the positions authorized by the Congress and 84 
percent of what the staffing standard calls for. Moreo\ler, from Janual?, 
1985 until ,\pril 1986, the Administrator froze hiring of maintenance 
technicians because of budgetary constraints. 

Funding for AF staffing has been below stated needs. Historically, by the 
time an appropriations request for field maint.enance is submitted to the 
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Congress, it has already received several reductions. To begin with, MA 
headquarters does not request a budget for maintenance staffing at the 
level of its staffing standard. According to headquarters officials, M  
does not believe that the FAA AdminisWator would support a request at 
that level given other agency priorities. Even after FAA agrees on its pro- 
posed budget, both IXII and the Office of Management and Budget have 
made subsequent cuts in FAA'S requests. For example, the AF staffing 
st.andard projected a fiscal year 1987 field maintenance work load of 
9,886. FAN requested field staffing of 9,004 from 130~. LKIT’S appropriation 
request to the Congress provided for field staffing of 8,149- 18 percent 
lower than FL4A'S work load estimate. 

FA4 officials testified during the 1987 appropriations process that addi- 
tional staffing was not needed because of work load productivity gains. 
In restoring 178 FFES to the 1987 appropriation which D(X had proposed 
to cut, t,he House Committee on Appropriations stated that testimony 
indicated attrition would exceed these productivity gains. The Senate 
Commit.tee on Appropriations requested that FAA report “. . . on realistic 
field maintenance needs as part of the fiscal year 1988 budget.” As dis- 
cussed in chapter 3, F&~'S 1988 budget request does not realistically 
reflect maintenance staffing needs. 

Figure 2.2 shows, for 1979 through 1990, the difference between field 
work load generated by M’S staffing standard and actual/projected 
staffing. Figure 2.2 illustrates that field maintenance has not been 
staffed in accordance with its staffing standard and that. there has been 
a large gap between work load requirements and actual staffing levels. 
Since 1983 there has also been an increasing difference between con- 
gressionally authorized positions and the FIX ceilings provided for in 
FA4'S budget, as the AF work force absorbed much of F&~'S !TE reduc- 
tions. 

MS Plan Has Contributed Estimated maintenance personnel savings associated with new technolo- 
:o Staffing Reductions gies in the N.%S Plan have cont.ributed to reducing XF st,affing levels. 

According to the Acting Associate Administrator, FAA has managed this 
reduction through attrition and by decreasing recruitment activities. 
However, during congressional hearings in -4pril 1986. he stated that 
attrition was getting ahead of the planned reduction in t.he work force 
and FAA faced a prospective growing problem if the AF work force was 
not replenished. Since 1979 whereas staffing has decreased by 26 per- 
cent, work load estimated by AF'S staffing standard has only declined by 
22 percent . 
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Figure 2.2: Field Maintenance Staffing v. Staffing Standard 
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As N-G Plan projects are delayed. M’S revised work load estimates haLYe 
increased over the levels published in the plan. For esample, the on- 
board population of the AF field maint.enance work force at, the begin- 
ning of fiscal year 1987 was 8?306. However, the NAS Plan projected a 
1987 need for an AF field maintenance work force of 9,130 to maintain 
the system. Because equipment deliveries have been delayed and staff- 
ing standard allowances have been revised, NAS Plan work load esti- 
mates tracked internally by FAA now estimate 1987 maintenance at 
9.643, 16 percent higher than on-board staffing levels. 
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FAA Has Not Used 
Performance Data 
That Would Enable 

FM officials rely on equipment outage statistics as indicators of system 

Management to 
Identify Current AF 
Staffing Problems 

performance. These officials have testified that because these statistics 
show a decrease in outages, the air traffic system is “robust” and cur- 
rent maintenance staffing is not considered to be a problem. FAA head- 
quarters has based this assessment. in part, on equipment performance 
data that do not appear to accurately reflect field activities. Both differ- 
ences in reporting practices and misreporting of field data have skewed 
some of the results reported to management. These data problems indi- 
cate that FAA management may not be in a position to accurately assess 
or address the impacts of current staffing. 

Performance Data Should In comparing system performance among four regions. we found that 
Be Comparable and maintenance data are not tracked the same way in any of the foul 

Reliable regions. For example, PM data are filed with the regions for different 
periods (monthly, quarterly, or semiannually:) and at different levels of 
aggregation, e.g., sector or SKI. We were unable to compare some aspects 
of AF activity between regions because similar dat,a are not being col- 
lected. Managers did not use the same reports or have the same tracking 
systems for some elements of sector performance. For example, the time 
spent by technicians on installation work is not being tracked in all four 
regions. This problem is similar to a 1985 AF Evaluation Staff finding 
that it was difficult to draw concrete conclusions about t,he impacts of 
staffing reductions because ‘.. . . most regions and sect,or locations did 
not have the types of data that were asked for. . . when these data were 
supplied by one sector, there was an absence of mat.ching data at other 
locations.” As a result., we believe that the examples used in this report 
represent only t.hose that we could readily measure and could underesti- 
mate the impa.cts of current staffing. 

Differences in Field Counts for 
Maintenance Tasks 

FM’S PM reporting program is based on a tabulation of tasks completed. 
All tasks are given equal weight regardless of t,lte level of effort 
required or importance of the tasks to the equipment’s performance. FAA 

headquarters has delegated authority to the regions to decide which PM 

tasks are scheduled for each facility. The regions, in turn, have dele- 
gated authority t.o each sector and SEQ t,o decide which tasks are 
scheduled. 

FAA’S decentralized PM system provides litt.le incentive or assurance that 
tasks most critical to a system’s performance will be completed. In our 
review. we found cases where because of increased work loads, major 
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equipment overhauls such as annuak or semiannual tasks had been 
missed, but. routines such as checking fire extinguishers were accom- 
plished. Supervisors and technicians told us that in order to meet a cer- 
tain percentage accomplishment, they will ensure that easier tasks are 
completed. 

We compared the required monthly PM task counts for one common sys- 
tem throughout the four regions. We found that for the Mark 1F local- 
izer,” this task count for required electronic maintenance varied from 7 
to 11. This means that although FAA orders define applicable routine 
maintenance tasks to be completed, each location was counting t.hese 
tasks differently for t.he same piece of equipment. 

Table 2.2: Comparison of Monthly Task 
Counts for Mark 1 F Localizer Monthly 

Sector task count ____ 
MemDhls 7 

Metro 11 
Wisconsin 8 
Oklahoma 8 

Differences in interpreting the total number of required PHI tasks can 
affect a sector’s PM performance since the greater the universe of sched- 
uled tasks, the less that missed tasks impact on overall percentage 
accomplishment.. For example, the Minneapolis ARTCC’S environmental 
unit was not following regional policy on task counts. When this count- 
ing problem was corrected in July 1986. the unit’s population of 
monthly scheduled tasks increased from 400 to over 2,100 although the 
work to be done remained the same. By increasing the number of sched- 
uled t.asks, the unit’s PM accomplishment improved 3 percent. Of the 
four regions we visit.ed, only the Southern Region had established a cen- 
tralized, standard PM reporting system that identified tasks counts for 
facility maintenance. 

Data Misreported in the Field Data that are tracked are not standardized because of different report- 
ing and interpret.ations of guidance in the field. For example, the AF 

Evaluation Staff report on the Eastern Region noted that all imerrup- 
tions of 1 minute were not being reported by some sectors, although 
FAA'S order requires that l-minute interruptions be reported. According 
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to the report? “This practice skews the actual regional and national 
averages and defeats the purpose of reporting.” 

Furthermore, we found instances in 4 of 10 sectors where PM was inten- 
tionally misreported. Technicians told us that they had written routine 
maintenance t,asks, such as electronic tests of communications equip- 
ment and environmental checks on air conditioners, into the logs as 
accomplished that had not been done during that period but were 
accomplished at. some later time. The technicians involved said that. they 
felt pressured to complete a certain percent of maintenance on time and. 
therefore, had reported it <a.~ accomplished. FL4 headquarters officials 
reiterated that FAA does not condone or encourage such behavior. 

We also found that all outages were not being reported in two sectors. 
This underreporting was the result of practices between air tra.ffic and 
.4F whereby a technician was given some leeway to try to correct. a prob- 
lem before air traffic personnel reported the equipment out of service. 
Sector technical inspections and a 198.5 special evaluation by AF’s Evalu- 
ation Staff have similarly identified outage reporting problems. For 

example, the Evaluabion Staff report found a high degree of accuracy 
with ARTCC outage reporting but less with GNXS reporting, where 16 per- 
cent. of outages recorded in field logs were not reported to management 
through FA4’S reporting systems. 

According to FAA headquarters staff. policing some of these records 
which rely on the integrity of the technicians and t,heir supervisors is 
impossible. Through more automated reporting systems. specifically, the 
Remote Maintenance Monitoring System ant,icipated to be in place by 
1991, these officials believe many of these reporting deficiencies will be 
uncovered. 

Staffing Levels 
Preventing 
Accomplishment of 
Many Duties 

A technician’s primary role is to restore failed systems to service and 
perform regular. routine maintenance for the upkeep of equipment. We 
found that st.affing shortages ( 1:) have already caused shift coverage at 
some major airports and facilities to be reduced, (2:) are negatively 
affecting the amount of routine maintenance t,hat is accomplished in the 
field and, (3;) to at least some extent, are contribut.ing to equipment fail- 
ures. Of the four regions we visited, the Eastern Region is currently 
experiencing the most impact from staffing shortages both in terms of 
routine maintenance accomplishment and equipment outages. 
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In addition to direct maintenance duties, technicians are responsible for 
making equipment modifications, clearing action items from technical 
inspections, certifying systems for operation, and performing various 
administrative tasks. We found that many of these lower priority duties 
are suffering because aLrailable resources are inadequate. For esample, 
backlogs of modifications due to staffing constraints existed in all four 
sample regions. 

Staffing Is a Factor in 
Reducing Technician 
Coverage at Some 
Locations 

One of the duties of a technician is to stand watch at air traffic control 
centers, long-range radar sites, and busy airports in case of equipment. 
failure. Reduced staffing no longer permits FAA to cover some locations 
24 hours per day, as h,as been done in the past. In the four regions we 
visited, shift coverage has been formally reduced at several loca.t.ions 
because of staffing problems ([see app. II). 

III addition to formally reducing hours of scheduled coverage. some sec- 
tors are experiencing “open” watches that are not covered by a techni- 
cian. Such watches can be either (1) scheduled where training or leave 
reduces the number of people available to cover a shift rotation or, more 
frequently, (2) unscheduled where a technician scheduled to work a par- 
ticular shift takes leave unexpectedly. M has constrained the use of 
overtime to cover such situations unless a supervisor determines the 
need is critical. ,4s a result, supervisors will sometimes cover a shift, 
themselves or leave the watch unstaffed. Open watches have occurred 
frequently in some locations. For example, at the John F. Kennedy Air- 
port, New York, an average of 26 watches out of about 240 scheduled 
per month were open from January to June 1986. 

The most significant impact of open watches has been when an outage 
occurs and a technician must be called in to fix the equipment. Restora- 
tion times have been longer in these situations-from a matter of min- 
utes to hours-than would normally be the caqe if a technician were on 
duty. In June 1986, the Acting Associate Administrator testified that 
from 1979 to 1985 F.U experienced a “modest overall increase” in the 
mean time to repair systems (MTTR) attributed, in part, to local manage- 
ment decisions on watch coverage. 
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Some Locations Unable to MA policy is that all scheduled ~~-100 percent,-should be accom- 
Meet Regional Goals for plished. In our sampled regions, PM was the technician’s main t-esponsi- 

Maintenance bility. second in importance only to corrective maintenance. Each region 

Accomplishments has established its own goal for maintenance accomplishment and its 
own reporting system. While overall these regions met their respective 
goals in 1986 and 1986, an increasing number of locations within these 
regions did not. For example, in the Great Lakes Region, two sectors 
were unable to meet the region’s goal of g&percent accomplishment in 
fiscal year 1985 and four sectors reported less than 9.5 percent accom- 
plishment in fiscal year 1986. 

On the other hand, the Southern Region, with a goal of 9Spercent 
accomplishment., exceeded this goal in calendar years 1985 and 1986. 
Nabionwide, the Southern Region was the only region to accomplish over 
98 percent of its 1986 PM (see fig . 2.3). Management attributed this high 
PM accomplishment to the skill and dedication of the existing technical 
work force. If the maintenance accomplishments of the other three 
regions are measured against this higher standard, only 12 of 34 sectors 
could have met the Southern Region’s PM goal. 

PM accomplishment is becoming more difficult within sectors at the SF@ 
level. Although the total maintenance accomplished by a sector may 
meet goals, accomplishment can vary widely within the sector’s units 
and high performers average in with lower performers. For this reason, 
aggregate data reported to the region and then further aggregated for 
headquarters do not give a complete picture of what is occurring in the 
field. For example, the New York ARTCC. which has won FAA'S ARTCC Sec- 

tor of the Year awards both in 1984 and 1985, has been able to report 
total maintenance accomplishment above 95 percent although units 
within this sector have had periods of accomplishment as low as 82 per- 
cent. We found examples of SFO units in the Southwest Region with PM as 

low as 5 1 percent for one quarter. 

staffing Has Cont.ributed 
;o Several Outa.ges in 
TAA’s Eastern Region 

The Eastern Region had the poorest overall PM accomplishment both in 
fiscal years 1985 and 1986 at 95 percent. The region’s 1986 average for 
environment,al maintenance was only 93 percent accomplishment. Staff- 
ing shortages due to vacancies, training, and leave coverage problems 
have contributed to the region’s reduced maintenance accomplishment. 

Both our field work and an October 1986 evaluation of the Eastern 
Region by M’S Evaluation Staff found that outages in this region have 
already occurred or their length has been extended because of staffing 
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shortages. At our two sample sectors in the Eastern Region, we identi- 
fied a total of 17 out.ages, 13 of which occurred at. John F. Kennedy Air- 
port, where managers believed staffing was a contributing factor. These 
outages which involved radar, instrument, landing systems, and the New 
York ARTCC'S primary computer system, either occurred during open 
watches when no certified t,echnicians were present to restore the equip- 
ment to service or 011 equipment that had not received a high level of 
required PM. Because of t,he t,ime of day that these outages occurred and 
air traffic’s ability to use backup equipment, only 2 of the 17 outages 
caused any air traffic delays. These delays to 193 aircraft averaged 31 
minutes. 

While we could not identify outages directly attributed to staffing in the 
other three regions, managers believe that such failures will occur. For 
example, the .w Division Manager. Great Lakes Region, said that before 
staffing shortages contribute to outages, they are reflected in PM accom- 
plishment and completion of equipment modifications. The region is 
already experiencing a downturn in these two areas. 
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Equipment Modifications From our review. we found that the impact of staffing shortages varies 
and Other Duties Suffering depending on the philosophy and priorities of sector management. The 

Eastern Region’s former AF Division Manager described managers in the 
field as pressured to make decisions about what to accomplish. F&4 
relies on field managers’ judgment and has not dictated national work 
priorities beyond esbablishing some performance goals for merit pay 
purposes. 

Management in both the Southwest and Great Lakes Regions told us that 
staffing shortages are affecting their ability t.o keep up with modifica- 
tions to equipment. These equipment modifications are required for sev- 
eral recasons, including to correct deficiencies, improve performance, 
increase reliability, and minimize safety hazards. At the end of fiscal 
year 1986, the Great Lakes Region had a backlog of 686 modifications 
over 6 months old and was unable to meet its goal to complete 95 per- 
cent of its modifications within 6 months. The region was able to com- 
plete only 92.7 percent. Modifications were most affected by staffing in 
the Southwest Region’s Oklahoma City sector. This sector had a backlog 
of 96 modifications over 6 months old, 51 of which were delayed 
because of staff shortages. Of the 871 available modifications to be done 
in the Southern Region. 117, or 13.4 percent. were attribut.ed to staffing 
shortages. 

Another technician responsibility is to certify systems periodically. that 
is, to verify and record in the log that equipment is providing the 
required service to the user. Technical inspection and other reports we 
reviewed for the El Paso? Metro, and New York ARTCC sectors indicate 
that some systems are not being certified within the prescribed int,ervals 
for relia.ble service. -4ccording to the El Paso sector manager, intervals 
are not only being missed but many are being extended from the normal 
period to the maximum certification interval (120 daysj. He sees this 
slippage in certifications leading to a pot.ential deterioration in the ai1 
traffic system. 

At. other sectors we found evidence of increasing backlogs of c, 1) equip- 
ment components needing repair, such as a backlog of 213 items at the 
New York ARTCC, and (2) action items from technical inspections 
uncleared because of staffing shortages, including 50 items over 6 
months old in the Oklahoma City sect.or. Similar conditions were 
described in the AF Evaluation St.aff’s report on the Eastern Region as 
follows: 
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“Some of the future problems the lower AF staffing levels will create are somewhat 
like the lower part of an iceberg. We have been shown and found evidence of not 
just lower preventive maintenance being accomplished in the scheduled windows, 
but completely missed preventive maintenance. We have seen evidence that modifi- 
cations are not even being planned for accomplishment. We have found and seen 
evidence that critical special maintenance projects have been omitted or unfunded 
which have led to unscheduled outages. We have seen evidence that terminal radar 
facilities are now being restored through telephone availability response where, his- 
torically, they had 24-hour watch coverage.” 

Deterioration in Our discussions with AF field managers and technicians as well as air 

Quality of Services a 
traffic managers identified a common concern that the quality of service 
AF is providing to users is det.eriorating. Data from the Great Lakes 

Concern to the Field Region indicate that the number of deficiencies identified during techni- 
cal inspections has increased. 

Technicians and Field We asked technicians whether their work activities had been negatively 
Managers Believe Staffing affected by staffing shortages. Many technicians said that in addition to 

Shortages Are Negatively negatively affecting their ability to meet goals for FM accomplishment, 

Affecting the Quality of staffing shortages were affecting the quality of maintenance performed. 

Maintenance Performed 
According to many technicians we talked to, they were not adhering to 
the same maintenance standards as in the past. A technician in the 
Great Lakes Region described this situation as “when you are pressed 
for time, the job done is not as good.” 

Management in the field shares these concerns. For example, one SEW 
manager wrote his sector manager that because of open watches the 
office always seemed to be “put.ting out fires” and less analysis and in- 
depth PM was being accomplished. 

The number of deficiencies found during technical inspections also 
shows that the quality of the work being done in the field is deteriorat- 
ing. The Great Lakes Region tracks both the number and type of defi- 
ciencies per inspection. From 1984 through 1986, Great Lakes data shorn 
an increase in the number of deficiencies per inspection, especially defi- 
ciencies related to documentation, such as logs and outage reports, and 
key performance parameters (critical indicators of equipment.‘s opera- 
tion) being out of tolerance. This means that during facility inspections. 
more problems than in the past were found, particularly with required 
recordkeeping, which is a quality control function. and with equipment 
not operating properly. 
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Some Air Traffic Managers We interviewed air traffic managers at each of the 10 sectors we \isit,ed. 
Concerned About Generally, the more vacant maint,enance positions in a sector the greaber 

Deteriorating Services was air traffic managers’ concern about the ability of AF to support 

From AF operations, particularly in high activity locations. For example. air traf- 
fic managers in the Great Lakes sect.ors that had no vacancies voiced no 
problems with AF’S support, on the other hand, ma,nagers in the Eastern 
Region and at Houston AWC’C were dissatisfied. For example. the Hous- 
ton air traffic manager wrote the Southwest. Region in June 1986 that 
reduced st,affing has caused 4F to schedule maintenance activity primar- 
ily on the day shift. which forces air traffic to work without primary 
comput,ers and other electronic equipment during peak traffic periods. 
“The lack of electronic equipment during prime user time decreases 
safety, increases problems, hardships and stress on t,he users and air 
traffic control personnel.” AF managers at these locations believe that 
while air traffic has legitimate complaints, the instantaneous service ail 
traffic has come t.o expect cannot be provided with current staffing 
levels. 

Work Load Pressures More maintenance per individual as well as other duties is required 

From Reduced 
Staffing 

today with fewer people. %!e found that in addition to performing 
required maintenance, field technicians are installing new equipment. To 
the extent that this installation work is occurring during regular work 
hours, it may be affecting some sectors’ ability to complete required 
maintenance. In some field locations: the combined efforts of both super- 
visory and technician personnel are being used to accomplish the regu- 
lar maintenance work load. In a.ddition, elect.ronic technicians are doing 
environmental maintenance in several locations because of staffing 
short.ages. These practices in turn have negatively affect.ed the accom- 
plishment of regular supervisory and electronic technician duties. 

FAA has also prematurely assumed productivity savings from new equip- 
ment and has taken staffing reductions before t.his equipment is full3 
operationa1. These reductions have increased the field’s work load. 

‘echnicians Performing In addition to maintenance duties, technicians are also being called 
‘acility Installation Work upon, during both ot’ertime and regular work hours. to remove old and 

install new equipment, a function usually performed by FAA’S facilit.ies 
and equipment (F&E) technicians. This installation was sometimes sector- 
initiated to improve a facility’s performance by replacing old, vacuum 
tube equipment or was undertaken because the region’s F&E technicians 
could not get to the project. The amount. of time spent by technicians on 
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these projects varied considerably. For example, in the Minneapolis 
ARTC:C no time was spent on F&E work in fiscal year 1986 while at the 
New York ARTCC about 2,700 hours (including over 1,303 regular work 
hours) were spent on F&E proj,ects. A 1986 Eastern Region evaluation of 
the F&E program concluded that an increasing backlog of projects and 
inadequate F&E staffing has caused sectors in this region to pick up this 
work. 

Shifting Tasks Among 
Personnel to Accomplish 
Work Load 

One impact of the current AF environment of more work with less 
resources has been that field supervisors are assuming some technicians’ 
duties. In our visits to ~~0s. we found that in addition to covering 
jvatches. supervisors are completing PM and. in some cases, repairing 
equipment. At. one SFO, for example, a navaids unit supervisor routinely 
performs maintenance tasks because of vacancies in this unit and at 
another SK), the SKI manager was in the field repairing a malfunctioning 
antenna. According to field officials. if supervisors are doing mainte- 
nance, their responsibilities-administrative <and human relations work, 
log review, planning-suffer. Thus, current staffing levels do not allow 
supervisors to function as supervisors. 

Shortages of staff have also caused electronic technicians in the Eastern 
Great, Lakes, and Southwest Regions to assume some of the more routim 
environmental maintenance. This adds t.o the work load of these techni- 
cians and affects their ability to complete electronic maintenance. 
Because of shortages of environment.al technicians, responsibility for 
the more routine environmental systems has been assigned to electronic 
technicians throughout the Southwest Region. In addition. because of 
the consolidation of sectors, technicians in GNA!! sectors are often 
required t.o travel long distances between facility sites which decreases 
the time available t.o accomplish their work load. 

NAS Plan Delays Have FAA has prematurely cut maintenance st.affing before new syst.ems werf 
Caused Work Load Savings operational in the field. One esample of this has been the second gener: 

Projections to Be tion VORTX (very high frequency onmidirectional range;t,actical air iia\’ 

Unrealist.ic igation) system. Anticipating reduced work loads from this new 
equipment, t.he field absorbed a cut of 791 authorized positions in 1981 
although this equipment was st.ill being installed in 1986. The Southwe: 
.4~ Division Manager told us the AF work force was reduced before t,he 
maintenance productivity benefits of the new VORT.~C were realized and 
the region’s work load increased because they were required t,o keep th 
old system operating while de-bugging and training technicians on t.he 
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new system. According to the Eastern Region’s former M Division Rlan- 
ager, while new technology may reduce the need for people over time. 
headquarters has t,aken away staffing before new equipment is in the 
fietd and while older equipment is still there. 

F-k4 headquarters officials acknowledged that staffing requirements for 
maintaining the new VORTX may have been lowered prematurely. To 
prevent this from recurring, M’S 1986 revised staffing standard formula 
modified the way FAA estimates the maintenance work load require- 
ments associated with installing and integrating new systems. In effect, 
the changes phase in reductions to the maintenance staffing allowance 
during a new system’s initial operat,ing period rather than taking full 
cuts immediately. F-u has also established a management review process 
to better link system deployment to preparations in the field, so that 
proper logistical support and training are provided before new systems 
are deployed. 

Employee Morale in 
hirway Facilities Is 
Low 

FAA’S reduced maintenance staffing is affecting technician morale. Both 
F&4’S national attitude survey and our inteIT?iews with technicians show 
that technicians are concerned a.bout their current responsibilities and 
their future with FILL Technicians attributed their poor morale to fed- 
eral employee issues, such as retirement, pay, and contracting out: attri- 
tion; and work load. They stated that to improve morale FAA needed to 
hire more technicians. 

It is important that AF sustain high levels of technician performance. 
FA4’S L4dministrat.or has said that this dedication is what has kept the 
NAS operating safely and is needed to keep the system operating safeIS 
in the future. Deteriorating morale could have negative implications for 
future system performance. 

,F Scored Below Other 
Vork Forces in FAA 
Jational Attitude Survey 

In 1983 and again in 1986, FAA conducted an attitude survey! of all per- 
sonnel. FAA has established a goal to reach a iSpercent job satisfaction 
level by 1992. In the 1984 survey, less than half (38.6 percent 1 of the AF 

specialists (technicians) reported satisfaction with t,heir jobs as com- 
pared with 62.3 percent of the LW managers and supervisors. No other 

‘This RLUTW was distributed co employers at their work sites and included 11 @wrps: Air Trdfk 
.41rway Facilities. fight Standards. .Qrcr:~ft Certification. .Security. .4i17~x-t5, Rk.shingtc.rn hletro Air’- 
px’fs. regiwial clffices. Aercma?Hical Center. technical #centers. and headqrmters. 
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work group had a lower overall job satisfaction score than XF techni- 
cians. Headquarters attributed the low 1984 .W survey score to resent- 
ment of air traffic controllers’ visibility and higher pay grades. along 
with a negative perception of federal retirement changes. 

Two factors were reported nationally by work groups in the 1986 sur- 
vey: job satisfaction cand burnout.’ Although there was a slight increase 
in the number of M technicians reporting satisfaction with their jobs in 
the 1986 survey7” the -L\F specialists’ score-413 percent satisfied- 
remained lower than any other %k  work group. Job satisfaction scores 
for specialists within FAA ranged from a low of 41.3 percent for M spe- 
cialists to a high of 67.1 percent for security specia1ist.s. In addition, as 
shown by figure 2.4, job satisfaction among each level of the AF work 
force was below FAA’S overall average. In addition, ,W technicians had 
the highest percent of any work group reporting burnout-g.8 percent. 
.XF supervisors reported the third highest. supervisory burnout score at 
6.4 percent. 

None of the four regions we visited had technician job satisfaction 
scores greater t.han 50 percent, although the Southwest Region exp- 
rienced an g-percent improvement. in morale between 1984 and 1986. III 

addition! the Eastern Region work force! whose job satisfaction score 
declined slightly, had a burnout score of 11.5 percent, nearly 2 percent- 
age points higher than the national average for XF technicians. Table 2.3 
gives a breakdown of these two scores by region. For a comparison of 
individual sector office scores, see appendis III. 

Table 2.3: Attitude Survey Scores 
Reported for AF Work Force Fgures in percent ______ 

Region 
Eastern 

~- 
Specialists’ job 

satisfaction 
1984 1966 Burnol 
40 8 40 2 11 

Great Lakes 30.0 31 6 9 
Southern 41 3 44.5 8 
Southwest 38 1 46.0 9 

3Bumouc was defiiwd by several questiorti that measured an indwidual’s abilitv to bounce back afrc 
being away from the job, ability to shift from pe<ak to sloiv Lwriclds. and yerwpt\ons of work load <an 
effectweness. A score of 3.75 or higher waq considered A measure of significant burnout. 

“Out of 29.0~?0 FM employees responding. 7,231 AF employees participated m  the 19% surve) 
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According to the Acting Associate Administrator7 the 1986 M sunleg 
scores are nothing to be proud of. He attributed the poor results to tech- 
nicians’ reaction to the possibility of contract. maintenance, which has 
been an emotional issue, and to staffing concerns on the part of a work 
force t.hat does not see younger people to whom they can pass thei 
knowledge. The Associate Administratoti t.old us that, as an organiaa- 
tion, XF is experiencing a lot of changes and the field is trying to work 
through t.he impact,s of these changes. 

Tota I SP= 

u FAA 

AF 

YGiSV OIher 

‘ecleral Employee Issues 
ieen as Hurking 
‘echnician Morale 

In t,he four sampled regions. we interviewed technicians about their 
overall morale, factors that might be helping or hurting their morale, 
and what ELJ could do to improve morale. The major factors cited bg’ 
technicians as hurting morale were ( 1) federal employee issues (such as 
retirement benefits, pay, and contracting out), (2) attrition: (3) work 
load, and (4) supervisory.imanagement practices. These results coincide 
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with the results of FAA’S nationwide survey as shown in appendix III. 
(For examples of specific comments, see app. IV.) 

The suggestion technician gave most often as a way to improve morale 
was for FAA to hire more people. Other responses included 

. improving communications between technicians and management by 
placing emphasis on listening more to technicians’ concerns and provid- 
ing more information about the future; 

l increasingiimproving benefits to federal employees, such as retirement 
benefits; and 

. increasing pay for technicians by implementing a higher grade 
structure. 

The Acting Associate Administrator told us that getting new technology 
into the field quicker or hiring more people or both would likely improve 
technician morale. 

A key element in sustaining system performance has been a dedicated 
t.echnician work force. FL4 officials recognize that there is a potential for 
a performance downturn or breaking point where maintenance goals 
and quality may suffer. One field manager described technicians as get- 
ting discouraged and said that it was unclear how long a good work atti- 
tude can be maintained. Another manager said that technicians’ “can 
do” attitude could decline as resources are stretched thinner. -4 head- 
quarters official said that Fk4 also recognizes that as retirements occur. 
replacement staff will not be proficient as the cut-rent, older work force, 
so reliability statistics may suffer. In appealing cuts to its 1987 budget 
request, Fh4 stated 

“While we plan to fill vacancies that occur we will not be able to replace with tech- 
nicians as experienced as those that leave. The cumulative effect of hundreds of 
such replacements is a significant loss of efficiency.” 

Conclusions The transition to a modernized NAS is straining the M work force. FAA 
management has been caught between priorities to increase staffing of 
certain work forces and at the same time show productivity savings 
from its modernization efforts. Internal analyses of the staffing situa- 
tion have depicted a serious problem. Maintenance staffing is not receiv 
ing appropriate attention within the administration because of these 
competing priorities. 
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Staffing shortages are already affecting the field’s ability to comp1et.e 
many fundamental responsibilities. Sectors in the field are increasingly 
not meeting goals for PM accomplishment. Overtime. equipment. perform- 
ance will likely be affected by this lack of routine maintenance. For this 
reason. we believe that the staffing shortages being experienced in other 
regions will begin to result in effects, such as facility outages, that the 
Eastern Region is currently experiencing. By the time staffing shortages 
begin to contribute to equipment failures? there are few ways to improve 
the situation. 

Lower priority activities, such a modifications and equipment repairs, 
have been backlogged because of staff shortages. -4t the same time, 
headquarters eh?>ectations for increased productivity and technicians’ 
work loads have been increasing. 

Additionally. t.echnician morale is clearly below F.&~‘S goals. Since suc- 
cessful system operation depends on continued high levels of technician 
performance, poor morale could have implicat,ions for attrition and for 
FAA’S ability to provide quality maintenance set-vices. Future challenges, 
such as the NAS Plan and contract maintenance, make morale a crucial 
factor in F&~‘S efforts to keep the NAS operating safely during the transi- 
tion period. 

Finally, statistical data reported to FA4 headquarters do not accurately 
reflect what is occurring in the field. While we did not find data misrep- 
resentation throughout our 10 sample sectors, we believe that the exis- 
tence of some cases of misreporting in 5 of 10 sectors casts doubt on t.he 
reliability of ~~-4’s performance indicators such as hlTB0 stat.istics. It alSO 

defeats the purpose of reporting systems that could help identify prob- 
lem areas to management. The effects of reduced staffing are being felt 
at the sector and, particularly, the SK) level. 
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Within the next few years, FAA could be faced with critical staffing 
shortages throughout its AF field maintenance work force. The future 
maintenance staffing situation is a critical problem that could signifi- 
cantly reduce AF services, with the potential for affecting the safe, effi- 
cient operation of t.he NAS. 

Even with a significant technician hiring effort, the short-term mainte- 
nance staffing outlook is not good because of the extensive training peri- 
ods needed before technicians can reach full performance level. Thus, 
FAA'S strategy of replacing technicians after they leave could result in 
less efficient operations as a less experienced work force must maintain 
increasing numbers of sophisticated facilities during the transition to 
the modernized NAS. FAA'S current highly skilled and experienced work 
force has an average age approaching 50, and many of these employees 
are expected to retire during the next few years. This fact combined 
with a lack of developmental technicians on board t.o replace reoirees 
could pose serious future problems for both the quantity and quality of 
FAA'S maintenance efforts. 

Because of delays in developing and implementing SAS Plan syst,ems. 
~~4's expected productivity savings from new automated systems will 
occur later than FAA had planned. Current F-u projections show signifi- 
cant work load benefits by the mid-1990s, but these estimates may be 
optimistic if new systems continue to experience implementation delays 

FAA’s Planned Hiring During the next 2 years, FAA plans to replace staff lost through attrition 

Will Not Increase AF 
as they leave, but it has few plans to recruit for future attrition. Thus. 
staffing levels will remain significantly below AF'S projected needs to 

Staffing sustain adequate maintenance of t.he NAS. FAA recognized the need to 
increase maintenance staffing levels for fiscal year 1988 and requested 
a ZOO-FTE increase, but was unable to gain the administration’s support 
for a budget increase. 

Current Hiring Plans Will FAA'S plan to backfill for attrition and corresponding budget requests dc 
Not Meet Staffing Needs not provide for adequate staffing to meet maintenance staffing needs. .J 

staffing analyses show that to maintain the NAS, hiring at a lei7el greate 
than replacing attrition one-for-one would be needed. For example, a 
headquarters staffing analysis prepared in early 1986 stated that 
because employment levels have been below those assumed in the NAS 

Plan, AF staffing should be increased closer to congressionally autho- 
rized positions. This would mean hiring 218 more people a year. during 
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fiscal years 1987 and 1988. than just hiring to backfill for attrition in 
order to bring staffing up to projected needs. FAA would, therefore, need 
to hire over 500 field staff in both 1987 and 1988-more than double its 
actual 1986 hiring effort-to reach the levels recommended in this 
analysis. 

To bring staffing closer to authorized positions also would require FTE 

ceilings substantially above current approved levels for 1987 and 1988. 
For example, hiring levels recommended in the 1986 staffing analysis 
would require an estimated additional 363 FTES over the 1988 field 
maintenance budget submission of 8,226. Recognizing the need to 
increase staffing levels to provide for a training pipeline, FrL-\ requested 
200 additional FTES for its fiscal year 1988 budget, but this request was 
not approved for the President’s budget submission. 

AF staffing ceilings established by the regions we reviewed are well 
below those that field managers believe are needed to sustain adequate 
facility maintenance and to replace technicians expected to retire. Fig- 
ure 3.1 shows that FTE ceilings for 1987 range from $9 percent to 86 
percent, of the work load projected by XF'S staffing standard. 

A 1986 Eastern Region staffing analysis projected the need to hire 276 
technicians and support personnel through fiscal year 1987. This projec- 
tion was based on backfilling vacancies and providing sufficient new 
hires for the region to return to its 1983 level of maintenance accom- 
plishments. The region hired 50 technicians in fiscal year 1986, and the 
AF Division Manager told us that little hiring wcas anticipated until at 
least March 198T because the region started fiscal year 1987, 44 
employees above its approved FTE ceiling. 

The Great Lakes Region carried a similar staffing shortfall over to fiscal 
year 1987. The region initially planned to hire 166 new staff in fiscal 
year 1986 to cover 1986 and 1987 attrition. In 1986, however, a hiring 
level of only 20 was approved and the region actually hired 14 techni- 
cians. In fiscal year 1987 the region is projecting a hiring need of 180. 

The Southern Region hired 70 new staff in fiscal year 1986 and is pro- 
jecting a hiring level of 160 in fiscal year 1987. According to regional 
officials, hiring at this planned rate would replace 1987 attrition and 
some vacancies, but would not permit hiring a training pipeline of new 
technicians to replace fut,ure projected losses. 
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The Southwest Region plans to hire 120 technicians in fiscal year 1987, 
but, even if that hiring level is attained, it would only enable t.he region 
to backfill for attrition. This staffing level would be inadequate, accord- 
ing to the region’s XF Division Manager. because it does not provide for i 
training pipeline. This rat.e of hiring would allow the region to continue 
at what he considers to be a “minimum staffing level” and jeopardizes 
the region’s ability to maintain the system in the future. 

AF’ Could Experience Within the next few years, F&4 could experience a significant number of 

Significant 
Retirements 

retirements in its field maintenance work force. which is one of the old- 
est work forces in the federal government. As discussed in chapter 2, 
technician shortages are already negatively affecting routine mainte- 
nance accomplishments, equipment outages, and other operational area 
such as completion of modifications in some locations. These problems 
could worsen as more experienced technicians retire and trained techni 
cians are not in the pipeline to take their place. 
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Demographics of AF Work FU headquarters officials acknowledged that AF retiremen& could cre- 
Force ate a staffing problem but. generally described the problem as a prospec- 

tive one. The Manager of t.he Maintenance Engineering Division told us 
that several factors had focused increased attention on the retirement 
issue within the past 2 years, including budget preparations and the 
Transportation System Center’s (TSC) first reports on the demographic 
profiles of the AF work force. He added that the demographic data now 
available will allow FAA to develop staffing plans chat focus on potential 
skill problems resulting from retiretnents. 

Demographic data reported by mc in July 1986 show a potentially sig- 
nificant overall problem with future retirements in the maintenance 
work force. The TSC data reveal that, at the end of fiscal year 1985. .W 
had a total of 7.849 field maintenance staff on-board and, at that time, 
the average age of this work force was about 47 years. -4s of October 1. 
1986, over 11 percent of this work force was eligible t.o retire and in less 
than 2 years-by the end of fiscal year 1988-another 12 percent will 
becotne eligible. According to t,he mc analysis, t,hese percentages will 
increase significantly in the next several years-totalling about 36 per- 
cent by the end of 1990, and by the end of 1995 about 59 percent. of 
these technicians and engineers will be eligible to retire. In fiscal year 
1986. 338 technical staff retired. Table 3.1 shows a lo-year projection of 
retirement eligibles by technical specialty group. 

‘able 3.1: Retirement Eligibility for AF Field Work Forcea 
On-board Throu h 

-ethnical specialty groups 9130185 19 B 8 
davrgation ards 1 751 437 

frutomatr0n 1.383 347 

% 
25.0 

25.1 

Throu h 
19 4t 0 

656 

552 

% 
37 5 

39.9 

Throu h 
19 ‘31 5 
I ,046 

917 

96 
59.7 

66.3 

echnrcal Management 1.235 353 28 6 572 46.3 929 75.2 

ladar 1.187 282 23.8 428 36.1 726 61 2 

nvironmental” 1.159 185 160 252 21 7 432 37 3 

- :ommunications 435 117 26.9 171 393 243 55 9 

nqineers 285 43 15.1 71 24 9 140 49 1 c 
eclor Management 167 58 34 7 89 53.3 150 a9 8 

Ither’: 247 32 13.0 47 -19.0 75 30 4 

otal 7,849 1,954 23.6 2,838 36.2 4,658 59.3 

3Dafa compllecl from Demographic Analfs~s of the Away Facilities S,+tems Marntenance Vvork Force. 
Report b. WP-50.FA-626-g dated July i9@.6 prepared by the Transportallon Systems Center 

‘Includes the GS-802 3rd WG-4749 fob series 

ilncludes other engineers and rechnlclans and computer specialrsts and operatsrs. 
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Although the ret.irement profiles of our four sample regions varied 
somewhat, they all reflected t,he high national retirement eligibilit> 
trends shown in table 3.1. As shown in table 3.2, through 1990 the 
Southern Region could esperience the most retirements (about 36 per- 
cent) followed by t.he Southwest. Region ([about. 35 percent:) and the East- 
ern Region (about 31 percent). 

Table 3.2: Retirement Eligibility Profiles 
tor Field Technical Personnel 

Region 
Southern 

On-board 
9/30/66 

1,492 

Number 
eligible 

throu h 
19 f 8 

298 

Percent 
on-board 

20.0 

Eligible 
throu h 

19 % 0 
536 

Percent 
on-board 

35.9 
Southwest 1,001 223 22.3 350 35.0 
Eastern 991 183 18.5 304 30.7 
Great Lakes 1.152 188 16.3 329 28.6 

Several AF sectors within these four regions expect to begin experiencing 
significant. technician retirements in fiscal years 1987 and 1988. For 
example. the Memphis ARTC’C could lose 7 of its 80 technicians and its 
sector manager by the end of fiscal year 1987. The problem could 
worsen because sis more technical staff will become eligible through fis- 
cal year 1988, and by the end of fiscal year 1990, the ARTCC could lose 
about half of its technical staff. Certain sectors in the Southwest. Region 
could also experience severe staffing losses t.hrough ret,irements in the 
nest 2 years. For esample, the Oklahoma sector’s Midwest. City s;Fr:)-a 
long-range radar &e--could lose three of its six radar technicians by 
the end of 1987. 

Even the Great Lakes Region, which according to the TSC analysis had 
the second lowest projection of retirement eligibles t,hrough 1995 of an) 
F.QLZ region (,4laska was the lowest), faces some potentially significant 
problems in certain technical specialties. For example. it could lose 30 01 
the 90 t.echnicians assigned t,o its long-range radar sites by 1990. This 
poses a significant problem for the region because of the estensi\:e train 
ing time required for radar technicians. 

Historically. about 55 percent of t.he work force has retirecl during the 
first year of eligibility and the remaining 35 percent will retire within 
the next 2 succeeding years. Applying these rates to ~4’s demographic 
data shows over 1.8i)O actual retirements projected through 1990. A 
January 1987 TSC analysis projects that, based on 1986 retirement. rate5 
787 AF personnel will actually retire in fiscal years 198’7 and 1988. TX”! 
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projections for our four sample regions are: Eastern 98, Great. Lakes 
100. Southern 172, and Southwest. 112. However. plans in some regions 
to use technician relocations to cover more critical staffing needs could 
increase the number of voluntary retirements in the next few years as 
technicians elect to retire rather than move to a new location. 

Insufficient FAA has not hired a sufficient number of technicians to replace espe- 

Developmental 
rienced technicians as they ret.ire. As previously mentioned, in the last 
several years AF’S hiring efforts have been limited to partial backfilling 

Technicians On-Board of existing vacancies. As a result! at the end of fiscal year 19% .W had 

t,o Offset Anticipated 434 field t,echnical staff in developmental level positions nationwide. 

Attrition 
These staff have been hired to fill posit.ions that hai*e already been left 
vacant. At, the end of fiscal year 1987, FAA planned to hire 110 staff t,o 
replace some of the 787 field staff it projects will retire through fiscal 
year 1988. A 1986 AF report stated that the pipeline *‘. . . has been effec- 
tively eliminated through unrealized productivity gains, new organiza- 
tional work load. and attrition.” 

Filling vacancies after they occur (backfilling) will not permit .XF to staff 
a developmental pipeline of trainee technicians to replace the expe- 
rienced technicians who leave in the future. In effect, FAA’S projected 
hiring will result, in replacing experienced technicians who carry full 
work loads with inexperienced technicians who will need extensive 
training before they can assume a full work load. 

Widespread Shortage of 
Developmental 
Technicians 

4s shown in table 3.3. all four regions we reviewed have very few devel- 
opmental staff on-board compared with t.he number of experienced tech- 
nicians they could lose during t,he next few years. 

Table 3.3: DeveloDmental Field Technical Personnel in SamDIe Reaions 
Total On- 

Board Number of - 
Region g/30/86 developmentals 1 9878 
Sou them 1,492 50 205 . 
Southvvest 1 001 71 155 

Year eligible to retire 
1988 1989 1990 Total 

93 117 lel 536 
68 60 67 350 

Eastern 991 74 126 57 65 -56 304 - 
Great Lakes 1 152 63 127 61 65 76 329 
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Officials in the four regions viewed the lack of a development.al pipeline 
as a severe short-term problem facing AF. Some AF officials believed the 
lack of a pipeline and the long period it. takes to train and develop tech- 
nicians could severely affect AF’S ability to maintain the NAS. For exam- 
ple, Southern Region AF officials believe that because there are 
insufficient. technicians in the pipeline, AF faces the prospect of having 
to significantly reduce services, including hours of coverage it currently 
provides air traffic. The Southwest Region AF Division Manager voiced 
similar concerns. EIe characterized the number of field t.echnicians in 
developmental positions (‘7 1) as inadequate and expressed the concern 
that without replacement staff the region may not be able to continue to 
repair and maintain systems. The Metro sector manager summed up his 
concerns about t.he lack of a sufficient development.al pipeline in a mem- 
orandum to the Eastern Region in April 1986: “The pipeline is empty 
and to do nothing is a heavy risk to t.he safet,y and operation of the [Kew 
York] Traffic Clont.rol System.” 

The former Deputy Director of the Eastern Region told us that AF has 
had difficulty convincing FA4 management that, it has a “deficiency” or 
problem with a work force that, has an average age approaching 50 and 
no pipeline of younger technicians to take their place. He said that, since 
most of the work force is at full performance level. AF can make do now 
with less people; however, it will pay the price later. He added that in 
order to insure the continuity of system operations. the experienced 
work force needs to be able to pass on its inherent knowledge to a new 
generation of technicians. 

Significant Period 
Required to Train 
Replacements 

It takes a significant amount of time to train the technicians who main- 
tain FA4 facilities. Based on the anticipated retirements in the AF work 
force and the lack of a de\,elopmental pipeline, F:LA may be unable to 
hire and train new technicians in time to assume the work Loads of retir- 
ing technicians. Some regions hope to shorten the training periods by 
hiring more experienced recruit.s. Even if this is accomplished, substan- 
tial training is required before a technician hired at an advanced level 
can reach the full performance level. In addition, FAA is also facing 
extensive new equipment training for the existing work force. Providing 
facility coverage while t.raining both new hires and experienced tecttni- 
cians will be difficult. 

AF Training Program Significant periods of time are required to train and develop all new 
technicians regardless of the background and experience of the person 
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hired, the person’s technical specialty, or the job the person is recruited 
to fill. An environmental technician may reach the full performance 
level in about 2 years, whereas a radar technician who maintains more 
sophisticated equipment would require about 5 to 6 years before attain- 
ing full performance level. 

These periods include computer-based instruction? formal training, on- 
the-job training (O-IT)? and time to gain needed experience and fulfill in- 
grade requirements to reach the full performance level. Experience is 
important because technicians at the full performance level must be able 
to rapidly identify, isolate, and correct malfunctions and certify systems 
for use in directing air traffic, Since the radar and automation special- 
ties could be among the most affect.ed by retirements, they will probably 
pose the largest training problem for AF because these technicians main- 
tain equipment critical to N-G operations and require extensive training. 
Figure 3.2 shows two examples of different training periods required for 
developmentals based on the environmental and radar specialties. 

Officials in both the Great Lakes and Southwest Regions planned to 
shorten these training periods by hiring experienced personnel at a 
higher grade level (GS-9). Even so. substantial OJT will still be required 
before the technicians reach full performance level. 

New Equipment Training Not only is FA-4 faced with extensive training periods for new techni- 
cians, it is also faced with an extensive re-training effort on new sys- 
tems. One of the primary management concerns mentioned in AF’S 1984 
Human Resource Plan was the training requirements necessary during 
NAS Plan transition. Training requirements will be heavy for new equip- 
ment and work load coverage will be difficult to maintain while bot,h 
new recruits and current staff are being trained. For example. the New 
York ARTCC manager said that because of planned new system training 
and the sector’s past backlog of training needs, coverage will become a 
problem and overtime usage will increase in fiscal year 1987. An official 
in the Southern Region said that training may not be fully utilized 
because some technicians who will be eligible to retire in the near future 
are being trained on sophisticated new US equipment and will take that 
training “to the fishing pond” with them when they retire. Moreover, 
attrition could create skill imbalances in some locations and could 
increase crosstraining requirements for existing personnel to provide 
adequate equipment coverage. 
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Figure 3.2: Examples of FAA Technician Training Periods 

Training progresslon for a GS-5 developmental radar technician 
assigned to a major hub airport 

l-ii-- l I 
Specialized 

Training 
21.6-32.4 weeks --I On-the-job 

Training and 
Exams 

18.6 weeks 

Electronics 
Training 

39.1 weeks 

Training progression for a WG-5 developmental environmental 
technician assigned to a major hub airport 

i-- ’ 

h 

Basic 
Trainmg 

18.5 weeks 

Specialized 
Tralnlng 

14.2 weeks 

On-the-job 
Traming and 

Exams 
12-18 weeks 

--I 

b 

Hands On 
Experience 

Full 
Performance 

Level 

I 

NAS Plan Transition 
Period Longer Than 
Anticipated 

The transition to the modernized NAS will take FL\ longer than originally 
anticipated because of delays in developing and implementing new auto- 
mated systems. Consequently. the maintenance savings expected from 
new systems will not be realized as quickly as planned. 

Based on current projections of system implementation dat.es. FAA can- 
not espect the modernized KS to significantly relieve G’S maintenance 
work loads until the mid-1990s at the earliest. During hearings in April 
1986, the Acting -4ssociate Administrat.or provided a list of NAS Plan 
projects that showed that 15 of 1’7 major projects had projected opera- 
tional dates for the early to late 1990s. For example. the installation of 
one major NAS Plan system-the long-range radar-was originally 
scheduled to be completed in 1989; however. that date has been delayed 
about 4 years, and t.he last unit is not expected to be installed until 
December 1993. F.-L4 will not realize savings associated with such mod- 
ernized systems until these systems are installed and fully integrated 
into the N.&S 
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A recently completed GAO review of NAS schedule delays found t.hat 
major system delays averaged about 3.5 years.’ These delays translate 
directly into revised hi work load estimates. For example, revised esti- 
mates show that because of schedule delays maintenance work loads 
continue to be higher than planned after 1990. These revised estimates 
project reaching a reduced field work load of 8,359 in 1993 rather than 
in 1990 as the N-4.. Plan projects. 

Introducing new systems has implications for maintaining the high skill 
levels that have characterized the maintenance work force. AF'S 1984 
Human Resource Plan anticipated that the NM Plan would mean skill 
obsolescence and the need to change career fields and could adversely 
impact. older workers who may be unable t,o become equally skilled in 
new occupations. New technology requires a work force with different 
skills and must be factored int.o FAA recruitment. efforts. 

Field Managers View blany AF field managers have major concerns about FAA’S future abilit) 

Future Staffing as a 
Critical Problem 

to maintain the NA!! as more experienced technicians retire. The consen- 
sus of opinion among the regional and sector AF managers we int.er- 
viewed was that continued delays in installing new equipment; the lack 
of hiring in recent years; the projected low future hiring; the virtually 
empty developmental pipeline; and the expect.ed high retirement rate 
would culminate wit,hin 1 to 2 years into a critical staffing situation. 

Many of these officials believed that XF services to system users would 
have to be reduced drastically. For example, the Nash\:ille SFO manage1 
expects to reduce watch coverage from 20 10 8 hours a clay in the radar 
unit. a situation which he said could present a potentially dangerous sit- 
uation for users, particularly if there are radar outages at night during 
bad weather. Some managers foresaw deterioration of system perform- 
ance and even adverse safety implications unless sufficient hiring was 
undertaken to fill vacancies ancl replenish the developmental pipeline. 
For example! Memphis ARTC'C management said that increased air traffic 
delays and a resulting decrease in public confidence in the air traffic 
system could be expected until new technicians become fully qualified 
on equipment. A 1986 AF staffing analysis stat.ed, in essence7 that failure 
to increase AF staffing levels would result in 

.‘* Lower levels of NAS performance due to: 
I. Increased rime to restore facility service. 
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2. Increased frequency of equipment failure. 
3. Reduction in quality control and quaky assurance activities. 
4. Reduction in maintenance engineermg Improvement activities 

*‘- Increases in air traffic delays and reduced system capacity when factltty ser\:tce 
is not available to users. 

“0 Economic impact to system users. 

“0 Delays 111 implementing new systems due to limited ability to participate in inte- 
gration and training on new systems while mamtaining rhe present system.” 

Conclusions Personnel shortages are already negatively affecting maintenance 
accomplishment,s! equipment performance, and ot.her operational areas. 
With retirements and delays in installing systems that could reduce 
maintenance requirements, the situation is likely to worsen within the 
next few years. 

The AF work force currently has a significant number of field technical 
staff eligible to retire and that number will increase substantially in t,he 
next 2 to 3 years. Compounding this potential retirement problem is a 
lack of developmental staff being trained as replacements. Without sig- 
nificant hiring to replace attrition and replenish the developmental work 
force, FU will be faced with losing much of the experience and expertise 
of its current work force. Timely hiring is also very important because 
of the ext.ensive training period needed t,o develop technicians and to 
enable the older, experienced technicians to transfer some of their 
expertise to younger replacements. Even if AF immediately undertakes a 
significant hiring effort, it would still be 1990 and beyond before new 
technicians could assume a full work load. 

h!laintenance savings associated with NM Plan technology have not been 
realized as fast as F&4’S projections because of equipment implementa- 
t.ion delays and early operational problems. Fur-t.her, reductions in work 
load due to N-G advancements cannot be expected to significantly 
improve .4F’s staffing situation for several years. 
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While attrition through retirements by its nature is a future problem, 
FAA needs to take actions now to ensure that enough experienced, 
trained staff are available to maintain necessary services. As we have 
already demonstrated, unless FIW replenishes its M maintenance work 
force, system performance will likely deteriorate further. That, in turn, 
will result. in fewer facilities being available to direct the increasing air 
traffic, causing increased flight delays and the pot.ential safety implica- 
tions that are associated with reductions in services. 

In order to ensure continued smooth system operation, FAA needs to hire 
more maintenance technicians. Because of limit,ed past hiring, however. 
it is unclear that FAA could absorb an immediate increase in maint.enance 
personnel that would bring staffing up to the level of the staffing stand- 
ard. Moreover, some refinement of the values in the maintenance staff- 
ing standard and an updating of FAA’S equipment inventory files are 
needed in order to more accurat,ely reflect field staffing requirements. 

This chapter presents several options that could be used to mitigate cur- 
rent technician shortages until the work force has been replenished 
through hiring. Options available to FAA management to address mainte- 
nance staffing needs cover both the short term (:nesT 2 years) and 
beyond. The extent to which each of these options will help al1eviat.e 
problems until additional maintenance staff can be hired and trained 
will depend on the particular circumstances in each region. 

FAN also needs to standardize its maintenance reporting system to pro- 
vide some assurance that while new technicians are being trained, ade- 
quat.e levels of maintenance are being performed to sustain system 
performance. A standard reporting system would also help alleviate the 
problems we discussed in chapter 2 concerning differences in mainte- 
nance reporting. 

FAA Needs to Increase Our work and FAA’S internal analyses and project.ions of retirements 

Maintenance Staffing 
indicate the need for FAA to increase its maintenance staff. To some 
esTent, FAA has recognized this need by attempting to incre(ase its staff- 
ing levels for fiscal year 1988 but was unsuccessful in obtaining admin- 
istration approval. F&S is already “behind the power curve” in hiring 
because a pipeline is not in place to backfill for the loss of experienced 
technicians. 

What are the likely consequences of not increasing the work force to 
meet work load requirements’? The implications of continued technician 
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attrition are illustrated in figure 4.1. Because maintenance is a service, 
the impacts of reduced services are felt first by the users and will usu- 
ally result in economic impacts. ,4s technician shortages either affect 
equipment outages or cause facilities to be shut down, the airline indus- 
try will experience increased flight delays. Thus, as shown in figure 4. l! 
before st.affing reductions are likely to have safety impacts, they will 
have an economic impact. As discussed in chapter 2, equipment failures 
are already having an economic impact in the form of flight delays. A 
1986 AF report on the staffing standard st.ated 

. . . staffing that is below that standard WIII result in nclnaccomplishmetlt of part of 
the maintenance program. If nonaccomplishment can be related to ‘risk,’ ic is appar- 
ent that the greater the difference is between the staffing standard and the actual 
onboard staffing. the greater the risk is that can be expected. As rhe risk increases. 
some sort of delay. economic penalty. or an actual decrease in air safety will be 
assessed to the user--to general aviation and/or commercial aCation.” 

Figure 4.1: Implications of Continued Technician Attrition 

12 Thousands 

78 79 a0 ai a2 a3 a4 a5 86 a7 a8 89 90 
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Hiring will not resolve AF’S problems in the short-term because for both 
budgetary and training reasons, hiring will be a long-term effort. The 
Congress is currently considering appropriations for fiscal year 1988. As 
wit.h past. appropriation requests, DCV has requested 1988 funding that 
would cut maintenance staffing further than in fiscal year 1987. These 
funding levels would support field maintenance staffing at. a level of 
8.226. or 89 percent of authorized positions. At this level, the work force 
would also be 12 percent below the staffing standard’s projected work 
load. Many field managers we interviewed said that while it would be 
nice to be staffed at the staffing standard level, a staffing level closer to 
authorized positions was needed to continue to maintain system per- 
formance at an acceptable level. 

Because of the exqensive training needed for a t.echnician t.o be certified 
at the journeyman level, hiring is unlikely to provide short-t.erm relief to 
AF’S staffing problem. It will also add to demands on experienced techni- 
cians to train and supervise new hires. Some of the options discussed 
later in this chapt.er could provide some relief from the pressures of 
training new hires while sustaining high levels of equipment 
performance. 

FAA’s Ability to 
Accommodate New 
Technicians 

A decision to hire more people means that a supporting structure should 
be in place to accommodate them. Regional AF management noted. how- 
ever. concern about. FAA’S willingness to provide adequat,e support for 
the technician work force-in such areas as supplies. training, and 
administration. For this reason, FAN probably could not support a hiring 
level that would bring the AF work force above its current authorized 
positions and closer to its staffing standard. Our recent report on inspec- 
tors’ points out that despite FAA’S intentions t.o improve inspector staff- 
ing, FAA may not be prepared to absorb an increase in t.his work force. 

Similarly, efforts to recruit. new technicians must recognize the limita- 
tions of FAA’S training program. Basic training is being proviclecl through 
computer-based instruction at most sectors, and the number and availa- 
bility of comput,er t.erminals could limit the number of new hires that 
can be efficiently trained. I4’e found that because of budgetary 
restraints, developmental training quotas for formal training at the FAA 

Academy have not been approved. For example, in our four sample 
regions we found that little training specifically for developmentals had 
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been approved. In most sectors? training requests for these trainees have 
been included under other training priority categories that supplant 
journeyman training quotas. In other words? ,w can send a developmen- 
tal t.echnician to the FAN ,4cademy primarily at the expense of an expe- 
rienced technician. According to F.U Academy officials, no technician 
training courses have been budgeted in fiscal year 1987 for new hires. 
However, these officials believe that some fundamental elect.ronics 
courses could be provided through a contractor if hiring occurs on a 
large scale. F&~'S fiscal year 1988 budget request includes some limited 
funding for training new hires. 

Existing Staffing 
Standard 
Underutilized and 
Needs Refinement 

By not requesting staffing at. the level of its staffing standard, .W has 
rendered the standard ineffective as a management tool. Although bet- 
ter designed than other FAA staffing standards. nonetheless, refinements 
to t.he standard are needed to improve the accuracy of its projections. 
Moreover, because FAN\ does not, have an act,ual work-hour reporting sys- 
tem in place for the maintenance work force. there are limited checks in 
place to verify what work is act.ually done or to measure the efficiency 
of the AF work force. 

Role of AF Staffing 
Standard 

12lthough F&4 policy is t,o use staffing standards to determine, analyze, 
and distribute personnel resources, F.&% is not fully using t.he AF staffing 
standard in its planning and budget,ing process. As discussed earlier. FAA 

headquarters is neither requesting personnel nor staffing field mainte- 
nance at the level of its staffing standard. The standard is being used, 
however, as the basis for allocating resources once they have been 
received. While the standard’s estimates are within an estimating error 
range of + or -5 percent? overall staffing has been maintained at a level 
16 percent below t.hese projections. 

Revalidation Efforts 
Needed 

While M’S st.affing standard is well designed. it may not be current 
because it. has not been completely revalidatecl. For example, .W does not 
have a cyclical or periodic revalidation requirement. As a result, some 
element.. of the standard have never been revalidated, according to F.4-4 

headquarters. A March 1986 XF report st,ated t.hat the standard’s staff- 
ing allowances for training, special nonrecurring program requirements, 
and auxiliary work (such as equipment modifications) needed to be 
reviewed. In addition, the standard does not have a pipeline allowance. 
According to .W officials, TSC is working on a pipeline analysis that will 
be incorporated into t.he standard in the future. Since 1983, resources 
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for revalidation efforts have been reduced by almost 60 percent which 
has precluded headquarters from undertaking some planned 
refinements. 

The staffing values provided in the st,andard are multiplied by the 
number of facilities in FAA’S inventory to obtain staffing estimates dur- 
ing semiannual staffing “merges.” However, we found that these inven- 
tory records are not always well maintained. In the past, headquarters 
would visit. sectors to verify this inventory on a sample basis; however, 
travel funding and staffing shortages have precluded hea.dquarters from 
doing this verification for several years. Problems with field data are 
one reason why AF is using the results of its January 1986 staffing 
standard merge to project staffing requirements rather than more recent 
merges (August 1986 and January 1987). 

Projecting st.affing requirements could also be improved if detailed data 
on new, anticipat,ed (:precommissioned) facilities were incorporated into 
the tnerge process. Currentfly, regions estimate the number of facilities 
they expect to be commissioned in a given year. A data base maintained 
by FAA’S systems engineering and integration contractor (SEIC), Martin 
Marietta, projects system commissioning dates, but this syst.em has not 
been used t.o identify the numbers of facilities involved with each 
system. 

Actual Work Not While F.&A has a staffing standard for field maintenance, F.&t does not 
Measured by FAA Systems have another key component of a work measurement system--a system 

to track actual work expenditures. Thus, AF cannot determine the effi- 
ciency of its work force and would be unable to revise the staffing 
standard based on field productivity. Validating what work is actually 
done is also not possible without. such a reporting system. Rather, AF has 
depended on the integrity of its technician and supervisory personnel 
for accurate reporting. 

Output (actual workj measurement and periodic performance evaluation 
is a key step in work measurement. In a time of fiscal restraint, output 
measurement is also an important control over the work force. -4ccord- 
ing to FAX headquarters officials, while such a reporting system may be 
needed, the costs and time required to implement such a system would 
make it expensive and could exceed its usefulness. FAA also hopes that 
the Maintenance Management System planned for 199 I will accomplish 
many of the same purposes as an actual time reporting system. In t.he 
absence of such reporting, periodic performance evaluation has been 
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accomplished largely t.hrough FAA’S t,echnical inspection program, which 
requires that each facility be inspected at least once every 3 years, and 
t.hrough regional management evaluation programs that. assess the 
effectiveness of a sector’s performance. However, because of budgetary 
constraints, especially travel restrictions. the sector evaluat,ion pro- 
grams in t.hree of our four sample regions were inactive during 1986. 

Options to Address AF FL44 is facing a potentially large number of t.echnician retirements in the 

Staffing Problem 
nest 5 years without sufficient trained personnel to replace them. In 
examining what actions could be taken to address this problem. it is 
important to remember that, once they are hired, maintenance techni- 
cians must undergo a training period of 2 to 6 years to become fully 
certified in a specialty. Therefore, we have tried to identify possible 
ways to manage this problem within the next 2 years (short term:) and 
beyond. 

None of the options discussed below are new. FAN has taken similar 
actions to deal with shortages of inspectors and air traffic controllers. 
M%ile we have not examined the success of these options when used in 
the past, we believe that they have provided some relief to other work 
forces’ staffing problems. Therefore, depending on particular needs and 
circumstances in different regions. we believe that each may offer some 
opportunity to deal with critical technician shortages. We are presenting 
these options for F&4’S consideration in helping to bridge the staffing 
gap until new technicians can be fully trained. 

Short-Term Options 

Redistribute the Technician 
Workforce 

Several technicians we intenriewed complained t,hat too many t.echni- 
cians were in overhead positions-either support office staff at sectot 
headquarters or supervisory positions-which decreases the number of 
technicians available to provide watch coverage. At the 10 sectors we 
visited, we found that the rat.io of support office personnel to watch- 
standing technicians ranged from 1:2 to 15’. The ratio of supervisors to 
technicians ranged from 123 to 15 as compared with F-U’S goal of 1 to 7. 

FAA could return some of these suppo12 office!‘supen%ory st,aff who are 
familiar with t,he operation of existing equipment to watchstanding posi- 
tions for an extended period until trained rep1acement.s are available. 
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Such a program was instituted for the air traffic controllers after FAA 

recognized t,hat, staffing problems existed at a number of locations. First, 
FAA adopted a cross-options program that provided for the voluntary 
movement. of controllers between terminal or flight service specialties 
and understaffed air traffic control centers that had higher staffing pri- 
ority. Second, FAA transferred some qualified controllers from its train- 
ing staff back t.o air traffic control duties after awarding contracts for 
some t.raining. Bot,h of t.hese efforts were undertaken, in part, to 
improve F&4'S st,affing of full performance level controllers. 

.4 redistribution program could be instituted for PIF either by (1) relocat- 
ing technicians on a voluntary basis from fully or overstaffed locations 
to higher priority or critical need areas or (2) shifting the assigned 
responsibilities of on-board staff from t,echnical or program support to 
standing watch. Relocations are not new to the AF work force which has 
esperienced mlmerous relocations in response t.o changes in projected 
work loads from solid state technology. 

Either option will have costs associated with it. For example: by relocat- 
ing technicians F.L\X could incur expenses for permanent change of sta- 
tion (pcsj moves and retraining. ~~44 has already requested $1 million in 
the 1987 supplemental appropriation for PCS moves, anticipating some 
relocations. Relocat.ion usually leaves a new vacancy in the technician’s 
old unit and has recently been discouraged by AF field management 
because it is seen as moving staffing vacancies around. If technicians 
are relocated within a facility, there is likely to be some impact on 

morale and on support functions such as trend analysis. training, and 
planning. In addit,ion, as previously discussed in chapter 2, inadequate 
supervisory review has already contributed to errors in maintenance 
reporting. -4~ officials told us that, classification and grade differences 
could affect, the ext.ent to which ~44 could redistribute its field work 
force under this option. 

Determine National Work Load 
Priorities 

Although current st.affing is lower than the work load generated by M’S 
staffing standard. FAA continues to expect all duties and responsibilities 
to be carried out. According to the former .XF Division Manager-. Eastern 
Region, if staffing and work load do not match, then it is only possible to 
do some lesser percent. of the work. This view was echoed in the .4F Eval- 
uation Staff’s evaluation of this region which recommended t.hat head- 
quarters allow the region deviations from PM requirements in light of the 
staffing situation. With reduced staffing. it may be unrealistic for FAA to 
continue to expect that. all objectives will be accomplished. To assist 
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Decommission Facilit.ies 

managers make decisions on the activities to emphasize, rather than 
relying on individual managers’ jiudgments as is currently done, FAA 

should have a written policy on -4~‘s work load priorities. 

FL44 has issued program guidelines for inspectors that specify work pri- 
orities, namely, inspecting air carriers and certifying air carriers. Similar 
guidelines may be beneficial for the technician work force to assist man- 
agers in establishing priorities and ensure that, at a minimum. all func- 
tions necessary for system performance and air safety are 
accomplished. Such guidelines could allow managers to decide what. 
activities to delay in the face of reduced technician coverage. The South- 
ern Region is in the process of updating contingency plans developed in 
response to a 1971 FAA order that defined activities to be dropped in the 
event of staff reductions. According to headquarters officials, however, 
this order was originally designed to respond to a strike or emergency 
situation and may not be appropriate for current planning. 

One way to reduce the maintenance work load to a more manageable 
level would be to shut down or decommission facilities that are not 
needed. Some sectors have already st.reamlined their work load by doing 
this. For example, both sectors we visited in the Great Lakes Region had 
inventoried their facility master files and decommissioned those that 
were 110 longer useful and expensive to maintain. At other sectors, facili- 
ties are still being maintained that AT or .W does not believe are needed. 
For example. the Memphis UTCC is still maintaining broadband radar 
although other ARTCCS have decommissioned this system. The Acting 
Associate Administrator wrote to F&4’S Administrator in March 1986 
that shutting down facilities is preferable to operating facilities that do 
not. meet FAA’S standards. However, F.L~ headquarters has no plan that 
would accontpiish t,his approach. 

FAA’S previous experience with decommissioning air traffic facilities wa.. 
in response to t,he 1981 controllers strike. Faced with numerous facili- 
ties that could not be staffed, FAA shutdown or contracted out many air 
traffic control towers. Maintenance was also contracted at four of these 
towers. While the technician staffing situation is not currently as acute 
as the aftermath of the controllers’ strike, this action is a precedent for 
F&~‘S reducing services at selected locations. 

Decommissioning facilities could probably provide the most relief if 
applied on a case-by-case basis. FA4 could ( 1) provide a general list of 
redundant facility types (those with multiple backups) that can be t.aken 
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out of service with the consent of local air traffic and (2) have a contin- 
gency plan in each region, with locations identified that would be shut 
down if staffing becomes more critical. Activating any such contingency 
plans would be an extreme response to the problem, but at the same 
time a documemed plan will provide for quicker local management 
response and notification to the users. 

Retain Technicians or Rehire 
Retired Ones 

FAA’S current maintenance staff represents a cadre of highly skilled 
t,echnicians. These technician5 are familiar with esisting equipment and 
have the expertise that should be passed on to developmental staff so 
that high system reliability can continue and the syst,em will not encoun- 
ter a downturn in performance. An option which has been support.ed by 
the technicians’ union would be to provide a salary bonus to encourage 
experienced technicians to stay in federal service. The union has 
requested that the Congress consider legislation to provide such a bonus. 
Another option to maximize these skills in the short term would be to 
rehire retired t.echnicians. 

The Congress has authorized FAN since 1982 to reemploy retired control- 
lers with no loss of salary. These reemployed annuitants perform both 
training and actual traffic control duties. Such a program could be intro- 
duced for technicians unt.il such time as trained replacements are pro- 
ductive. One internal .Q study proposed that, in addition to hiring new 
technicians, FAA consider rehiring retired technicians on a short-term 
contract basis to assist in training and “bridging the gap unti1 new 
recruits become productive.” 

Medium-Term Opt.ions 

Contract hlaintenance Fh4 has spent the past 5 years planning a pilot test of contract maint.e- 
nance in three regions. FAA has requested $15 million in fiscal year 1988 
towards this pilot, wvhich is estimated to cost $130 million. As discussed 
in our earlier report.,’ this option would t.ake about 2 years from contract 
advertisement to full implementation. If funded in fiscal year 1988, 
therefore, cont,ract implementation would not occur until late 1988 or 
fiscal year 1989. 

‘Air Traflic Svutem: Pilot Program to Contract Out Maintenance at Waxed Facilities, (G.40 
RCED-8r-104BR, April 1987) 
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As originally proposed, this pilot test would not necessarily relieve 
staffing shortages since it was designed to further reduce rather than 
add to the M workforce. On the other hand, the contractor would be 
relieving AF of some work load during the 5-year test period. FM offi- 
cials estimate that the pilot, which would contract the work of about 
430 employees, could free about 200 F&4 employees for relocation else- 
where in FAN. 

The contractor’s success and FAA'S goal to minimize the transition period 
between FAN and contractor maintenance are dependent on the contrac- 
tor’s ability to hire experienced FAA technicians. Thus, the pilot has the 
potential to accelerate attrition if technicians eligible for retirement 
elect to work for the contractor or if the pilot causes other technicians to 
leave FAA and seek careers elsewhere. 

The feasibility of contracting for maintenance has been demonstrated in 
the past on a smaller scale. FAA has already employed contractor mainte- 
nance support in several areas. including grounds maintenance, air con- 
ditioning support, and new equipment maintenance. Contractors 
currently maintain three FAA air traffic control towers and have demon- 
strated the capability to do the job. Contractor support has also been 
used successfully by air traffic to free some instructors for traffic con- 
trol duties. 

In passing the fiscal year 1987 appropriation, the Congress denied fund- 
ing for FAA'S planned pilot test but introduced the idea of using contrac- 
tors to “augment” or increase the current work force. If the Congress’ 
desire is to have FAA use contractors to increase the existing mainte- 
nance work force, FAA'S current pilot test has limitations, in particular, 

l the work load at some pilot test locations might not support both FAA 

and contractor personnel. The locations selected were targeted so that 
FAA could remove its presence and turn over complete facility responsi- 
bility to the contractor. FAA would have to redesign the pilot or select 
other test locations more suitable to utilizing both F.4.4 and contractor 
personnel and 

l staffing needs, such as projected attrition and retirements, were not key 
factors in site selections. Other locations could probably benefit more 
from an opportunity to add to staffing. For example, the Great Lakes 
Region, which is one of the three test regions. has one of the lowest pro- 
jected technician retirement profiles through 1995. FAA would have to 
better match test locations with vacancies and expected attrition if the 
goal is to increase the work force. 
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In addition, because there is an estimated g-month t.ransition period 
from FAA to contractor maintenance during which FAA and contractal 
personnel would be collocated, FAA personnel could not be relocated until 
the contractor has assumed faci1it.y responsibility. Thus? the contract 
maintenance test pilot would not provide for immediate relocation of 
personnel to assist with shortages. 

If contract maint,enance is considered to be an appropriate day for ~44 

to increase its current staffing, there may be other, more workable 
approaches that would better help to supplement the existing work 
force by placing some tasks currently required of technicians in the pri- 
vate sector. We found a wide diversion in the use of contractors in the 
field. Some field locations already contract for many services because of 
staffing shortages while other locations have kept these work loads. 
Options for contract maintenance could include contracting for logistics 
support. grounds and janitorial services, and maintenance of environ- 
mental systems. For example, several field locations we visited are con- 
tracting for maintenance of air conditioning equipment, and engine 
generator repairs to reduce the work load of environmental technicians. 
Rehiring annuitants-either technicians or other specialists-would be 
another contract option to augment the existing work force. 

Given the relatively recent introduction of this work force augmentation 
issue and the administration’s continued support. for the pilot program, 
.W officials were not prepared to discuss the contract alternatives FAA 

might consider the most practical for increasing the work force. Accord- 
ing to headquarters officials, the best of all worlds would be to ( 1) 
implement the pilot program, in order to finally test the concept of con- 
tracting out this particular type of maintenance activity and (2 j retain 
congressional approval to increase the work force through other con- 
tractors if this should become necessary due to unanticipat.ed attrit.ion. 

Accelerate Technician Training Another option to cassist FAA during the transition period is to accelerate 
the training period for new hires. Some regions have attempted to do 
this by hiring developmental technicians with some previous experience 
at a higher grade level. As discussed in chapter 3, a trainee with some 
electronics experience can usually complete F&~'S requirements quicker. 

F-U has changed both the structure and timing of other training pro- 
grams. For example, FAA is in the process of overhauling its t,raining pro- 
gram for inspectors. Whereas, in the past, inspectors would receive thei 
FM Acadetny training in stages, courses have been combined to provide 
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both orient,ation and initial training a.t one time and make inspectors 
more useful sooner in the field. While initial training for new technicians 
usually begins in the field, F.44 Academy officials told us that. there ma3 
be opportunity to accelerate the sequence of some specialty courses at 
the Academy. In addition, the Southern Region plans to propose an 
accelerated developmental training program that would increase the on- 

the-job time alloted for completing self-directed correspondence courses 
from 4 hours to 8 hours each day. If this plan is implemented, develop- 
mental technicians should complete these required courses faster. To 
expedite the progression of new controllers once they have met training 
requirements, the Office of Personnel Management waived the time-in- 
grade requirements for employee promotion. Since most journeyman 
technicians do not certify complex systems until reaching a GS-12 level. 
there may be a similar need for ~.?\_4 lo request authorization to expedite 
t.he progression of talented developmental technicians. 

Once new technicians are classroom trained, t.he requirement to provide 
O.JT to trainees will tie up experienced technicians and detract from their 
other duties. To minimize the amount of O.JT time needed from coworkers 
in all sectors, a cent,ralized training approach may offer some benefits. 
AF has such a program in place in the Central Region whereby all the 
region’s technicia,n trainees are sent to one sector for initial training 
before being assigned in t,he field. -4s stated in a planning document fot 
this program, 

“If we continue training developmental technicians as we have in the past, we will 
be faced with overloaded training centers and one-on-one O.JT training within the 
field offices that cannot be supported sufficiently with our declining direct work 
load staffing. To meet this training responsibility, it is essential that we consider 
methods of delivering developmental training that will require a minimum of direct 
work load staffing.” 

Conclusions FAA budget submissions have not request,ed maintenance. staffing either 
at the levels called for by it.s staffing standard or approaching the lowe 
congressionally authorized levels. Currently. the bulk of FA4’S opera- 
tions and maintenance (o&:nr) expenditures, which include the costs of 
work force salaries, comes from general revenues rather than the Avia- 
tion Trust Fund. A policy issue currently before the Congress is whethet 
the Fund, with a surplus in excess of $4 billion, should be used to 
finance a greater percentage of o&hl expenditures. N’e reported in 1986 
that this would be one of several alternatives for significantly reducing 
the Fund’s unused balance, but noted the competing policy issues 
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involved, including a change in t,he J?und’s primary purpose-the 
financing of capital improvement projects.::: 

Regardless of the Congress’ decision on what the appropriate funding 
source should be for ~~4’s O&M expenditures, FAA should be prepared to 
increase the AF work force in the immediate fut.ure in order t.o ensure 
smooth operation of the air traffic system during the transition between 
the loss of experienced technicians and the training of new hires. The 
Congress will need a hiring program proposal from FAA if t,his objective 
is to be achieved. 

Hiring must be done within AF’S capability to provide support-both 
logistical and technical--to new employees. It is unlikely that F&4 could 
absorb an immediate maintenance staffing increase to the level of its 
staffing standard. Moreover. given the need to refine elements of the 
standard and the downward trend in work load projections, staffing to 
this level may be premature and necessitate future staffing reductions- 
in-force. While we cannot recommend a precise level of technician staff- 
ing needed, comparing end of 1986 staffing to fiscal year 1987 positions, 
about 1,000 additional staff are needed to bring employment levels up to 
authorized positions. (As discussed earlier, however, these field mainte- 
nance positions include supervisory and clerical support staff. j 

-4 short-term option to meet staffing needs would be for F.VI to use the 
services of retired annuitants. By rehiring retired technicians F&4 could 
help t.o weat.her any transition period to more modern systems. This 
action could provide FAA with the opportunity to still benefit from the 
work force’s skills, especially in providing on-t.he-job training to devel- 
opmental technicians. 

III addit,ion to a hiring program, there are actions that FAA management 
could take to provide itself with better oversight of the impacts of staff- 
ing. Recognizing that the transition to new technology will be a difficult 
and perhaps lengthy period, F&4 should have t,he management tools in 
place to monitor potential problems in the field. Actions such as stan- 
dardizing maintenance reporting would help headquarters to more accu- 
rately track field accomplishments and identify problem areas. During a 
period of short staffing, FA-~ must have some assurance that. work essen- 
tial to NA! operations is being performed. For this reason we believe that. 
FpL4 needs to (1) standardize its PM system and (2 j set, priorities within 

“A\Tation Fundmg: Clptlons Available for Reducing rhe Aviation Trust Fund B~alancc. j (3.40 
RTED-8i:r-1 P4BR. May “1, 19%) 
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the PM function. As discussed in chapter 2, regions have set their own PM 
performance goals that vary among regions, and sectors have estab- 
lished task counts for facilities that vary although the equipment. and 
FAA maintenance requirements are the same. This means that FAA’S 

expectations for accomplishments differ from region to region and 
would not ensure the same level of effort in all field locations. hloreover, 
we found that in order to meet PM completion goals, some technicians are 
selecting t.asks t.hat will increase their accomplishment. but may not be 
the most important to the system’s performance. FAA counts all mainte- 
nance tasks equally and some supervisors find that this encourages 
technicians to complete the easiest routines. To ensure that checks criti- 
cal to a system’s operation, such as grounding or voltage tests, are com- 
pleted, FAA should weight these tasks so that they count more. 

Recommendations to F&4 needs to be able to replenish its technician work force to prepare fo1 

the Secretary of 
continuous attrition. We recommend that the Secretary of 
Transportation 

Transportation 
l direct that the Administrator, FAA, improve the AF staffing standard val- 

idation process by (1) requiring the field to review and verify facility 
inventories, (2) linking staffing projections to facilit,y-specific dat.a avaii- 
able through the SEIC data base, and (3) estimating pipeline staffing 
needs. 

We recognize that while additional technicians are needed now, refining 
the st,affing standard process will take time. Therefore, we recommend 
that, in the interim, the Secret.ary of Transportat.ion 

l establish st.affing targets for field maintenance at a level approaching 
authorized positions to provide a technician pipeline to replace antici- 
pated attrition over the next, 5 years; 

l submit these targets and a funding plan to support hiring to these levels 
to the appropriate congressional committees: and 

. direct that the Administrator, FAA, consider the options discussed above, 
such as rehiring retirees and redistributing the work force, to deal with 
situations where field staffing is already critical. 

Once the staffing standard process has been refined as we recommend, 
the Secretary should revise t.he maintenance staffing targets and fund- 
ing requests recommended above, as appropriat.e. 
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F.U needs to be able to ensure that adequate levels of maintenance are 
being provided in the field. A standardized PM system would help F&4 

management identify where the field is unable to keep up with this 
work load. Therefore, to better control the maintenance work load and 
establish standard work priorities, we recommend that the Secretary of 
Transportation direct the Administrator, FAA, to standardize the PM 

reporting system. Needed revisions include setting standard regional PM 

performance goals! establishing standard counts for routines done 011 

specific equipment, and weighing more critical tasks. 

Agency Comments The Department of TransportaCon recognizes that the transition to a 
modernized NAS present.s a major challenge to t.he Department and states 
that it is taking steps to manage this challenge. The Department’s COIII- 

ments on our draft report highlight the fact t.hat progress has been made 
in achieving productivity gains in the maintenance work force while 
maintaining high levels of service t.o the traveling public. To meet. the 
challenge of the future. DCTr notes that significant efficiencies have and 
will be utilized through the use of remote maintenance monitoring. In 
addition, according to DOT, equipment reliability is increasing since the 
number of outages has decreased for several major systems from 1979 
to 1986. 

The Department’s comments also point out that while productivity gains 
in the maintenance work force have occurred, attrition has outpaced 
efficiencies from new technology. MT states that the Department is 
planning for appropriate corrective action, specifically. ( I> asking fol 
the personnel resources needed to maintain a safe system. (2) maintain- 
ing work force levels as an interim measure, and (3) supplementing the 
work force with new equipment contract, maintenance where needed. 
FAA has already begun actions to improve its staffing standard valida- 
tion process as we recommended. 

,41though D&S comments do not directly deal ivith our specific recom- 
mendation that LK~ establish staffing targets and submit a S-year fund- 
ing plan to the appropriate congressional committees, ocrr says that it is 
reviewing staffing needs as part of the fiscal year 1989 and subsequent 
years’ budget process and will make recommendations for staffing and 
funding levels. This assessment, however, does not differ from the 
budget evaluations ~crr has done in t,he past and is not equivalent t.o the 
long-range planning we have recommended. 
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Maintenance staffing is a multi-year problem, and as this report demon- 
strates, it will worsen with future attrition. A long-term plan would pro- 
vide information to the Congress on what FAA expects its staffing 
requirements to be and how, given significant attrition, F.L4 plans to 
increase its maintenance staffing to an adequate level to meet these 
requirements. It would also provide greater assurance to congressional 
committees that FAN has realistically assessed its staffing requirements. 
Such a plan could assist these committees in establishing reasonable 
staffing targets. For example, the House Committee on Appropriations 
recently restored DOT’s proposed cuts in the fiscal year 1988 mainte- 
nance budget and, in the absence of a more realistic agency target, pro- 
posed funding for an additional 145 FIB over 1987 levels. For these 
reasons, we continue to recommend that m project FAA’S maintenance 
staffing needs over the next 5 years and submit staffing targets and a 
funding plan to support hiring to these levels to the Congress. 

Concerning staffing, DOT cites (1) F&4’S hiring of 110 staff above the 
level of attrition this year and (2) plans to transfer 200 temporary F&E 

employees to the maintenance work force at the end of fiscal year 1988. 
DOT believes that these actions will create “a substantial pipeline” to off- 
set future attrition. 

Hiring during fiscal year 1987 has not been sufficient to address the 
seriousness of the maintenance staffing situation. FAA needs to substan- 
tially increase maintenance staffing over current levels to ensure a 
smooth transition between the loss of experienced technicians and the 
training of new hires. We believe that field maintenance staffing should 
be closer to FAA’S authorized positions of about gq300 in order to provide 
both adequate equipment coverage and a training pipeline in anticipa- 
tion of future attrition. 

m’s hiring actions since April 1986 have been taken primarily to 
backfill for vacancies rather than anticipate attrition. As of July 3 l( 
1987, FAA’S on-board field maintenance staffing of 8,358 represented a 
net increase of 52 staff over end of fiscal year 1986 levels. Of the 717 
field employees D(X projects will be hired by the end of the current fiscal 
year, 110, according to DCTT, are not linked to past attrition. This hiring 
pace is not adequate to meet FAA’S needs because it represents only 
about 10 percent of the 1,000 staff shortfall we have described between 
current and authorized maintenance staffing levels. 

D&S comments also do not directly address our recommendation for a 
standardized PM reporting system. The Department’s comments state 
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that for several reasons, including built-in redundancy in NAS equipment, 
there are adequate levels of maintenance being exerted. Nevertheless, 
they stated that they will continue to evaluate maintenance accomplish- 
ments and that. as we had noted, continue development of a mainte- 
nance management system that will automate reporting. However, this 
automated system will not address our specific concerns because its full- 
scale implementation is not. anticipated until 199 1. and because even 
when it is fully implemented, this system will not set, regional PM per- 
formance goals or weight tasks as we have recommended. In the int,erim. 
we believe that FAA headquarters guidance could go a long way towards 
standardizing the PM reporting system. Direction from headquarters is 
needed to ensure that the most critical FAA systems receive the same 
level of maintenance nationwide. 
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digest Letter From the Chairman and Former 
Ranking Minorim Member, Subcommittee on 
Aviation, Committee on Public Works and 
Transportation, House of Re-xesentatives , 

JAblES J. blCWAR0. N2W J2RS2Y. CHAIRMAN 

June 26, 1986 

Honorable Charles A. Bowsher 
Cmnptroller General of the United States 
General Accounting Office 
441 G  Street, N.W. 
Washington, D.C. 20548 

Dear Mr. Bowsher: 

On June 5, 1986 the Subcommittee on Aviation held 
hearings on the adequacy of staffing of the Federal Aviation 
Administration's (FAA's) airways systems maintenance 
specialists. The Committee heard from a series of witnesses 
that many of these specialists are rapidly approaching 
retirement age and that FAA is not taking steps to plan for 
these retirements or backfill for attrition. 

The questions and background information GAO provided 
for these hearings indicate that the system is not 
functioning as well as FAA has described. We are, therefore, 
seeking additional assistance Crom GAO to better define this 
situation. Specifically, we are interested in a report 
describing (1) the current staffing situation for airway 
systems maintenance specialists and what impacts this 
staffing is having on the National Airways System, if any: 
and (2) the projected attrition of maintenance per-sonnel and 
its potential impact on future staffing requirements. The 
issues to be covered in this work should include 

-- whether performance of the National Airspace System is 
being affected by reduced watch coverage, and 

-- what plans FAA has to recruit, hire, and train new 
maintenance specialists. 

Another subject raised at these hearings was FAA's plans 
to test the effectiveness of contracting out for maintenance 
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of visual flight rule locations in the Great Lakes, Eastern 
and Southern regions. The Subcommittee is concerned that 
FAA's test may actually cost the government more than 
retaining the current work force. Therefore, we would like 
GAO to examine the reasonableness of FAA's rationale and 
approach to this pilot test, and contingency planning for the 
post-test period in the event the test is not successful. In 
addition, we would like to know how contracting out relates 
to FAA's staffing needs and projections. 

Information on these issues that could be used during 
consideration of FAA's 1988 budget request early next year 
would be most helpful. The Committee staff is available to 
discuss further the scope and timing of this effort. We 
appreciate your continuing assistance on this subject. 

Subcommittee on Aviation on Aviation 
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Reductions in Wakh Coverage Attributed 
to Staffing 

Location Unit affected 
Akron/Canton, Ohio Navlaatlonsl Communications 

Schedule changed 
From To 
7 davs 5 davs 

Alexandria. Louisiana 
Asheville, North Carolma 
Atlanta, Georgia 
Baton Rouse, Louisiana 
Canton, Michigan 
Colleyville, Texas 
Dallas, Texas iLove Field1 
Gettysburq. South Dakota 
Hanna City, Illinois 
Horicon, Wisconsin 
Indianapolls, Indiana 

Lone-range radar 24 hours 
Radar 16 hours 
Environmental 
Radar 

24 hours 
12 hours 

Long-range radar 24 hours 
Radar 
Nav/Comm 

16 hours 
7 davs 

16 hours 
8 hours 
16 hours 
8.5 hours 
16 hours 
8 hours 
5 davs 

Lona-ranae radar 24 hours 
Long-range radar 24 hours 
Long.range radar 
Nav/Comm 

24 hours 
7 days 
16 hours 

16 hours 
16 hours 
16 hours’ 
5 days 
8 hours 
16 hours 
16 hours 
16 hours 
16 hours 
20 hours 
16 hours 
16 hours 
5 days 
16 hours 
2 days 
8 hours 
8 hours 
5 days 
12 hours 

John F Kennedy Airport, New York ILS 
Nav!Comm 

24 hours 
24 hours 

Keller, Texas 
Mmneapolis, Minnesota 
Nashvtlle. Tennessee 
Oklahoma Cltv. Oklahoma 
Russellvllle, Arkansas 
San Antonio, Texas 

Sonora, Texas 
Toledo, Ohio 
Waco, Texas 

Lono-ranqe radar 24 hours 
Radar 24 hours 
Radar 
Lana-ranae radar 

24 hours 
24 hours 

Long.range radar 24 hours 
Radar 7 days 

16 hours 

Long-range radar 16 hours 
Radar 7 days 
Radar 16 hours 

jTemporary EalJCtlOrl during 1486 Prior schedule back In effect 
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FAA Attitude Survey Scores for GAO 
Sample Sectors 

Sector Factors Percent 
Eastern Region: 
Metro GNAS $$;;;lactron 

Sources of stress: 
federal issues 
trme to meet rob demands 

480 
20 4 

72 0 
58.0 

New York ARTCC 

Great Lakes Region: 
Minneapolrs ARTCC” 

%fisconsrn GNAS 

Southern Region: 
Jackson GNAS 

Mempnis ARTCC 

Job satisfactron 41.9 
Burnout 136 
Sources of slress 
federal issues 68.2 
resources to do the fob 59.1 

Job satisfaction 59 1 
Burnout 13.6 
Sources of stress. 
supervisory/management praclrces 72 7 
federal issues 68 2 
Job satrsfaction 44 4 
Burnout On 
Sources of stress: 
federal issues 57 8 
supervisory/management praclices 57 8 

Job satrsfactron 50 0 
Burnout 50 
Sources of stress: 
federal issues 70.0 
supervisory/management practices 55.0 
Job satisfactron 45.1 
Burnout 9.8 
Sources of stress. 
federal issues 60.8 
resources to do the lob 52.9 

hilemphis GNAS 

Southwest Region: 
tfl Paso GNAS 

Houston ARTCC 

Job satisfaction 52 2 
Burnout 10.8 
Sources of stress 
federal Issues 59 7 
supervrsory/management practices 36.4 

Job saksfaction 54 Cl 
Burnout CL 3” 
Sources of stress 
resources to do the job 50 0 
federal ssues 46 0 
Job satisfactron 39.5 
Burnout 135 
Sources of stress 
federal Issues 78 4 
resources to do the tab 62.2 

(continued) 
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Appendix tIJ 
FAA Attitude Survey Scorea for 6.40 
Sample Sectors 

Sector 
Oklahoma City GNAS 

Factors 
Job satisfaction 
Burnout 
Sources of stress: 
federal issues 
resources to do the job 

Percent 
61.8 

58 

52.9 
32 0 

‘Score represents a return rare of less than 10 percenl which means that data may not be represenra 
tlve 01 the entlre sector. 

%lo respondent scored c&er the 3.75cnterion 
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Appendix IV 

Technicians’ Interview Comments 

Federal Employee 
Issues 

Federal employee issues such as ret.irement. pay, and cont,racting out 
were cited by most technicians as hurting morale. 

l One technician in the Eastern Region said that, the benefits to federal 
employment are deteriorating and that this will make it difficult to hire 
new people. 

l Technicians in the Great Lakes and Southern Regions were especially 
concerned about changes to the federal retirement system. “The retire- 
ment syst.em is not stable; this affects my morale.” 

l Absence of pay raises wcas cited as a morale factor by several techni- 
cians. “People on the outside are making more than we are.” 

Contract maintenance was specifically noted as a concern by man) 
technicians. 

l “Contract maintenance is the number one issue affecting my morale.” 
l A technician in the Southern Region said that hearing rumors about 

your job being contracted out hurts morale. 

Attrition Technicians voiced the concern that FAA is losing equipment expertise 
and is not providing for new t.echnicians to take the place of those who 
retire. 

l In the Great Lakes Region, a technician saicl that attrition has reduced 
the number of people for callbacks when a system needs to be repaired. 

l A technician in the Sout,hern Region said that he has assumed an 
increased work load because of retirements which prevents him from 
doing as much PM as he would like. 

. Technicians in both the Great Lakes and Southern Regions said that 
because people who leave are not being replaced, an extra burden is 
placed on those remaining. 

Work Load A common concern seemed to be that there was more work for fewer 
people than in the past. 

9 A technician in the Southern Region said that technicians working alone 
on shifts make it difficult to do certain PM tasks that require two people. 
“B’e have more equipment to maintain than before. In addition, the 
equipment, is old and it takes more time to maintain it.” 

l Another stated that because work loads keep increasing. technicians 
cannot be as proficient. as they were in the past,. 
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Appendix Iv 
Technicians’ Interview Cmmnents 

l A technician in the Great Lakes Region said that PM is getting done but 
not when it is scheduled. 

l Similarly, in t.he Southwest Region, a technician said that with the staff 
cut. in half it is hard to get everything done. 

Supervisory/ Supemisor?;/management practices were cited as hurting morale by a 

Management Practices 
majority of technicians in the Great Lakes Region. and overall by half of 
t,he t.echnicians we interviewed. 

l Comments from the Great Lakes technicians on this factor were that 
managers were insensitive to morale and cared more about equipment 
performance than people. “We are not gett,ing reinforcement or 
recognition.” 

. Several technicians in the Southwest Region cited problems with lack of 
communication between technicians and management. 
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Appendix V 

Comments From the Department 
of Transportation 

400 seventn SI s w 
Washmgron. DC 205SQ 

Jul. 3 I I987 

Mr. J. Dexter Peach 
Assistant Comptroller General 
Resources, Community, and Economic 

Development Division 
U.S. General Accounting Office 
Washington, D.C. 20548 

Dear Mr. Peach: 

Enclosed are two copies of the Department of Transportation's 
comments concerning the U.S. General Accounting Office draft 
report entitled, "FAA Staffing: Challenges in Managing 
Shortages in the Maintenance Work Force." 

Thank you for the opportunity to review this report. If you 
have any questions concerning our reply, please call Bill Wood 
on 366-5145. 

Sincerely, 

Jon H. Seymour 

Enclosures 
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Appendix V 
Comments From the Department 
of Transportation 

Attachnmt 

SNlARY OF G40 FIMXNCZ ANI REcQrlMEN3ATIoNS 

The General Accamtmg Office (CaO) review was performed at the request of the 
Chairman and formr Ranking Minority Kember, !%bammittee on Aviation, Bouse 
Cmittee on public Works and Trmsportation. CaO was requested to evaluate 
the adequacy of the Federal Aviation Administration’s (FAA) staffing for the 
wintenan&z of varies air traffic amtrol (A’K) equipllent ard the potential 
iqmct of projected attrition of namtenance prsonnel. The GAO report states 
that the safe ard efficient opzration of the A’IC system dwnds on the 
continuous opration of a network of sqhisticated comunications, radar, 
navigational, an3 caquter equipnnt. Also, EM specialists-technicians ti 
engineers--who represent the second largest FAA work force, are essential in 
maintaining ard repairing this equiprent. Further, when Congress authorized 
replacemnt of this equiprent with newer technology under FAA’s National 
hrspace System (MS) plan, it was assumd that with newer, mre reliable 
equipment less mintenance wld be required and that by the 1990’s fewer 
specialists would be needed. Ekrtherume, that based on the above assuqtion, 
FAA has used attrition to reduce the smialist imrk force. 

CA0 concludes that: (1) the number of specialists has decreased faster than 
FAA projected; (2) current specialist shortages a& beginning to negatively 
affect equipmnt performance ard other opxational areas, such as caqletion 
of routine mintenance; and (3) the airline industry is experiencing an 
increase in flight delays caused by equi-t failures. GO also concludes 
that witbut hiring in anticipation of attrition, staffing will becane n-ore 
critical because of: (1) the retirement profile of the specialist work force; 
(2) extensive training to develop replacements; and (3) delays in the 
installation of new system designpled to reduce maintenance requiremnts. 

GAO believes that unless corrective actions are taken, reduced staffing levels 
could result in a reduction in services, including fewer systems tzeing 
available to support air traffic , and an asmisted increase in flight delays. 
(;A0 also believes that FAA needs a antimed hiring program to begin 
replenishing its specialist mrk force. Ekmzver, it states that FAA my not 
be able to absorb 81 Miate increase that would allcu staffing at the level 
of its estimted mintenance mrk load and, rmreover, elemmts of the staffing 
standard process used to estimate these requirements need to be improved. 

Given the need to begin hiring and training mre qecialists and the tim that 
will be required ‘to refine FAA’s staffing standard estimates, G%O recanmnds 
that: (1) FAA develop a hiring plan based on authorized anaintanance 
positions; (2) this plan, including estimted funding levels to mqqmrt such 
an effort, be provided to Congress; and (3) once this plan is aqleted, FAA 
should improve its equiprent inventory records ard staffing estimtes which 
will enable FAA to refine its hiring plan. 
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Appendix V 
Comments From the Department 
of Transportation 

2 

Became it will take tine for new specialists to be hired and trained, G40 
recamerds also that FAA rwiew several aptions to deal with current shortages 
mtil awh time as replacemnts can be fully trained. Also, Cao makes 
additional r ecamrendations comeming FAA’s reporting system for routine 
maintenance. 

The FAA’s system rmintemnce activities are currently in a transitional 
@ase. Today mre quiprrslt is beiq delivered to the field than ever before, 
and that eguipnent is, in mmy respects, far different than what cur work 
force has dealt with in the past. The mix of skills that will be required of 
FAA maintenance parsmel to operate in the future enviroment is changing, 
calling for a greater system orientation and for mre expertise in cclrputer 
applications. tir efforts to attain greater productivity and efficiencies in 
our system maintenance functions will antinue to require changes in the 
traditional ways we have done tusiness. 

Wa recognize that all of these factors present a major challenge in overseeing 
the maintenance of the Rational Airspace System, and ua have taken appropriate 
nmsures to mnage this program in a way that will met that challenge. 
tie facet of this will be the use of remote maintenance monitoring (IU4M) 
throughout the A113 system. This tectmigue, already routine thrwghcut most of 
the telephone irrdustry, relies on a camunications netwrk of linking carputer 
systems which mnitor the status of eguipnent. 

Engineers ard technicians will be stationed at central locations to care for 
the -site equipment and to ensure that there is a high level of service and 
performance throughout the system. IWM will provide cxntinuax, real-tim, 
on-line remote sensing of A’K eguipnent, to a degree that far exceeds our 
current capabilities to mnitor tcday’s less so@G.sticated equipment, and will 
result in tmgible inprovemnts in equipment mnitoring, reliability, and 
performance. IIMM has already been isplemnted in many facilities. 

Importantly, the productivity increases we have wde have been accmplished 
while maintaining high levels of service to the traveliq public. In general, 
overall system performance has improved over the past 8 fiscal years, 1979 
through 1986. For example, one pxformnce indicator is mean time between 
outages (KIBO). This indicator measures the tine between interruptions of 
service at a facility. In terms of MTBcl, drarmtic improvemnts have been 
realized over this period for major facilities such as cur long range and 
terminal radar facilities as well as our en route ad terminal autmtion 
equipment . 

In the en route environment, air route surveillance r&r (ARSR) and ATZ radar 
baaam KIBJ has essentially triplea over this period, ard en route ccqmsite 
r&r data processing service (CRAD) WIBO has nearly doubled. In the terminal 
environumt, the airport surveillance radar (ASR) RIW has iqxoved gradually, 
while the terminal autamted radar service (TARS) KIBO inproved drauetically 
over the same period. 
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GAO has pointed out that there has been an increase in the xean tine to 
restore (KITR). This increase in WITR may be attributable to a variety of 
factors. For me thing, it mrallels the decisim x&e several years ago, 
that provides greater regional and local flexibility in determining when to 
resporrd to facility outages. Tailoring local practices to respti to facility 
autages was based on a recognition that different facilities have different 
crlticalities to the operation of the AK system, crud that for some equipPent 
there are significant redundancies. Programs for consolidation of work 
centers and ixplexmtation of FMM will result in increases in WITR due sinply 
to increases in travel tixe. Nonetheless, overall FAA investment properly 
supports this strategy became sufficient r&mdancy exists within the system 
to assure safety and to assure that service cutages do not occur. 

We recognize that attrition has outpaced efficiencies resulting frm delivery 
of MS eguipnent. We now have available to us a detailed, demographic 
analysis of our airways facilities wrk force that has formd the basis for 
our recent projections in this area. The average age of this work force is 
nearly 46. Over 12 percent could elect to retire new, with 35 percent 
eligible to retire in 5 years. The aging nature of this work force is a 
concern. Monitoring this situation is essential and planning for appropriate 
corrective action is what we are doing. 

We vill ask for the personnel resources we need to assure that proper 
maintenance and a safe system continue. We are prepared to wintain cur wxk 
fore levels as an interim masure to preclude the potential for disruptions 
in service due to the aging r!ature of that work force. This work force will 
be supplemented by contract swrt when it is mrrmted. Repair and 
restoration of EDST cmputers in our Air Rcute Traffic Control Centers and 
mintenance of integrated camunicaticns switching system are performed by 
contract based on cost/benefit studies that indicate such a strategy is cost 
beneficial , 

In short, we have already made significant progress in achieving productivity 
gains in OUT mintenance work force, ard have done so in a way that protects 
the opration and efficiency of the system. We have a variety of masures 
under way that will assist in attaining further prcductivity in a reasoned and 
prudent mnner. 

With regard to the inpact of rmintenance staffing and facility performance on 
safety, the WAS facility configuration and AK procedures oonstitute an 
integrated system designed in such a tanner that random facility failures do 
mt jepordixe air safety. Facility redundancy ard alternative procedures are 
m integral part of this system design and provde a consistently high level of 
safety for all elements of the aviation camunity. 
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The Cao finaing that flight delays fran eguilxaent failures increased 
22 percent sore than total delays increased between 1985 and 1986 should be 
put in perspective. The actual delays attributable to equi-t failures 
during that tine period rose frcm 2.2 percent to 2.6 percent. IXlring this 
cane time period, umdeduled outages actually decreased by 17 percent and 
facility availability rose from 99.78 to 99.80 percent. Because of these 
facts, it is apparent that the increase in delays is directly attributable to 
increased traffic volume and not an indicator of eguipnent failures caused by 
shortages in xraintenance staffing. As Gw points out, the Irean-tilretcz- 
restore facilities has increased. This is a result of iupleirentation of 
remte mnitoring amI centralization of mrk asters. Although restoration 
tiiae has increased because of this, it is mre than counterbalanced by 
improved reliability ard the net result is increased facility performance. 

Prior to the GAO audit, the FAA had already initiated several recomerded 
short-term actions to: (1) improve the Airways Facilities (AF) staffing 
standard validation process; and (2) develop a hiring plan based on authorized 
mintermae positions. Required additional long-term actions were also 
underway prior to the audit to standardize the preventive maintenance 
reporting system. 

The specific (;A0 reccme rdations, along with the Department’s position on 
each, are set forth below. 

1. GAO Reconmndation. Improve the AF staffing validation process by: 
(1) requiring the field to review and verify facility equipnent inventories; 
(2) linking staffing projections to facility-specific data available through 
the System mgineering and Integration Contractor (SEX) data base; and 
(3) estirmtiq pipeline staffing needs. 

rxYr l&sponse. We are in the process of: (1) corxIucting a validation of the 
facilities nester file. Field visits to each region will begin in August and 
will include on-site validation of facility inventories on a sapling basis. 
Regions have been requested to urdertake their mm review and corredion of 
their portion of the facilities master file prior to being reviewed by the 
validation team. Three AF sector offices, including one air route traffic 
antrol center, will be visited in each region. The validation will be 
carpleted before the d of the calendar year.: (2) incorporating data into 
the SEIC maintained, facility- specific data base in order to make it 
qtible with the staffing standard system. An electronic interface will be 
developed be- the SEX mintained master schedule system ard the FAA 
maintained precamissioned facilities file that will result in an autcamtic 
@ate of equipcent delivery dates. The precamnissioned facilities file with 
updated equipnent deliveries can thenbe merged with the facilities rmster file 
ti the staffing standard to project future staffing requiremnts; and 
(3) assessing ax pipeline staffing requirements through refinement and 
expmsion of the demglafiic analysis of the work force and through continued 
implementation and refinement of the AF Ruman Resource Plan. 

/ I- . . -,_ 
7. 
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2. 0 Recamendation. Since refining the staffing standard process will 
take time and additional specialists are needed now, in the interim: 

5 

(1) establish staffing targets for field rraintenan& at a level approaching 
authorized positions to provide a specialist pipeline tc replace mticipated 
attrition over the next 5 years; (21 subnit these targets and a funding plan 
to suppcrt hiring to these levels to the appropriate Congressional uxmnittees; 
(3) oarsi& the options, such as rehiring retirees arrd redistributing the 

wrk force, to deal with situations here field staffing is alrady critical; 
and (4) revise the mintenanoe staffing targets and funding requests 
reamerded above, as appropriate, ome the staffing standard process has been 
refined. 

WT R?swnse. The FAA, as part of its fiscal year (FYJ 1989 budget process, 
is reviewing the staffing and furding levels of the Systeus fW.ntenance 
Program for FY 1989 ad subsequent years in relation to the levels generated 
by the staffing standard. FAA’s budget submission to the Department and the 
Office of Manage-t and Rudget will include recamendations on staffing and 
funding. In April 1986, FAA lifted its freeze on field maintenance hiring 
and, in the short tern (FY 19871, positions will be filled on a me-for-one 
basis behind attrition. Ihe FAA has made additional funds and FIR’s 
available, where necessary, for imnediate arrd exclusive use in system 
maimtenance field staffing . This will result in hiring of 110 additioml 
field employees above the level of attrition. ‘These actions have resulted in 
the hiring of 518 field rmintenance employees between April 1, 1986, and 
Jllne 30, 1987. This nu&er is projected to increase to 717 by the erd of the 
current fiscal year. The FAA regions have also been granted authority to fill 
200 tenperary F&E positims to support RX5 Plan implemmtation. The employees 
hired to fill these positions will transition to field maintenance positions 
by the en3 of FY 1988. These employees will receive training and will be 
directly involved in installing facilities for which they will eventually 
assume maintenance responsibilities. In essence, this action am! the others 
described above will create a substantial pipeline designed to offset future 
attrition. 

3. CaO Reccmimerdations. (1) Ensure that adequate levels of maintenance are 
being provided in the field: and (2) standardize the periodic or preventive 
mintenance (PM) reporting system. (Needed revisions include setting standard 
regional PM perfonmnce goals, establishing standard ccunts for routines done 
on specific equiprent, and weighting mre critical tasks.) 

WTRew We believe that because of the robustness of the N&5, the 
built& !%r&ncy and fail-soft/fail-safe technology, and the operational 
procedures related to responses to equipment failures that have been mrked 
out with Air Traffic and Flight Stmdards interests, there are adequate levels 
of maintenance being exerted today. Nevertheless, we will ensure that cur 
evaluations include an in-depth review of this function. 
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GAO states that it identified instances here technicims are intentionally 
overstating their acamplishmnts hxause of pressure8 to mrqlete a certain 
ldnwnance goal. In this regardi, our Offi- of Inspector Gmxal was 
requested to investigate allegations of overstating cm falsifying rmxds; 
howemr, it was unable to substantiate such allegations. 

The FAA has had urxIer development for several years a mintertame mnagerumt 
system- The system will include automtion of facility rmaintenance logs an3 a 
preventive mintenance scheduler. These will result in standardized 
definitions and reporting procedures for preventive mintenance 
acamplishnmt . They ~11 provide a real tim system for masurFng 
maintenance accanplishmznt against established goals. Phase one of this 
system is currently being irrplemnted. 
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Major Contributors to This Report 

Resources, 
Community, and 

Kenneth M. Mead, Associate Director, (202) 366-1743 
Charles S. Cotton, Group Director 

Economic - Thomas J. Barchi, Group Director 

&veloPment Division 
Mary K. Cheston, Evaluator-in-Charge 
Connie A. Brindle, Evaluator 
Robert T. Little, Evaluator 
Shirley A. Perry, Writer-Editor 

Atlanta Regional 
Office 

Elliot Appleman, Regional Assignment Manager 
Jerry K. Marvin, Regional Site Senior 
Tonia B. Brock, Evaluator 
Debbie A. Bachman, Evaluator 
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Glossary 

Certification of Systems Technically verifying that a system, subsystem, or equipment is provid- 
ing the required or advertised service to air traffic personnel or the avi- 
ation public. This type of certification is done periodically as well as 
before a facility is formally accepted and placed into operational use in 
the NAS and when a system fails and is restored to service. 

Certification of 
Tee hnicians 

Confirmation that the employee possesses the necessary minimum 
knowledge and skills to determine the operational status of particular 
equipment. 

Corrective Maintenance Maintenance performed when equipment fails in order to repair the 
equipment and get it back into service. 

Facility The total electronic, electric power generating or distribution system, 
and the structure used to house, support, and/or protect these systems. 
A facility may include a number of systems or may consist of a single 
piece of equipment. 

Facility Master File Inventory record of facilities within the jurisdiction of a sector. 

Field Maintenance The Airway Facilities maintenance work force below the regional office 
level. 

Field Technical Personnel A term we use to define field staff performing personnel direct mainte- 
nance work. Excludes all clerical, computer support, and logistical sup- 
port personnel. 

Key Performance 
Parameter 

A selected critical indicator of equipment that determines whether or 
not it is performing its intended function. These parameters are clearly 
identified in maintenance technical directives and are a major concern of 
an inspector during a technical inspection. 

Localizer The component of an instrument landing system that provides course 
guidance to the runway. 
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Logs FAA forms used as primary facility maintenance records. They can be 
either manual or automated records. 

Logistical Support The support of NAS operational requirements through acquisition, stor- 
age, distribution! and inventory control of instruments, supplies, spare 
parts, tools, and working equipment.. 

Modification ,4n alteration in a facility’s electrical, mechanical, or physical character- 
istics, arrangement, configurat.ion, or use. 

MTBO Measure of the mean or average time between outages or service 
interruptions. 

MTTR Mean or average time to restore equipment after a failure. (IA41so defined 
as the average time to repair equipment.) Used as a measure of effi- 
ciency in restoring service to users. 

Navigation Aids Facilit.ies that, clefine the location of principal airways and enable pilots 
to determine positive distance and direction information from ground 
stations. 

Outage When a facility is out of service for a period of time. I\lso called a ser- 
vice interruption. 

Periodic or Preventative 
Maintenance 

Any scheduled maintenance activities that include performance checks 
and/or other maintenance tasks. It. is the routine scheduled maintenance 
designed to preserve equipment or reduce the chances of equipment 
failure. 

Second Generation 
VORTAC 

A vort.ac is a very high frequency omni-directional range air navigation 
system. X second generation vortac is an advanced vortac that is a solid 
state, remote maintenance. monitoring system. 
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Glossary 

Sector ,4 given geographical area that is established to efficiently manage, 
direct, and support operational, technical, and engineering requirements 
of the NM. 

Sector Field Office -4 portion of a sector that contains a resident technical staff that may be 
located with or geographically removed from t.he sector’s headquarters. 
,4 sector field office is established t.o provide more efficient operations 
where a sector encompasses a large geographical area. 

Systems Maintenance Buclget category which includes t.he activities of the ent,ire airway Facil- 
ities work force. Includes all headquarters and regional office direction 
and engineering services related to maintenance operations. 

Technical Inspection Periodic formal examination of a facility to determine if that facility 
meets the required standards for operation. A written report is com- 
pleted, identifying any discrepancies and their causes. 

Technical Inspection 
Discrepancy 

,4ny inconsistency with prescribed standards found \vith the equipment 
or the environment in which the equipment is placed during an 
inspect ion. 

Watch -4 portion of time during which a technician is on duty to obsewe and 
take care of equipment used directly or indirectly in air navigation and: 
or the control of air traffic (:usually an &hour shift). 
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